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Part one

Student Affairs Office
Health Services
by John Swanke
The key to a well rounded
person is a sound mind and a
healthy body. At USD, the Of
fice of Student Affairs takes
care of the second part. Dean
Thomas Burke is "...responsi
ble for non-academic services to
students,...and has operational
control on a day-to-day basis
for the five units of the Univer
sity's operation, (including the)
Health Service..."
The Health Center at USD
had 744 visitors in the month of
September of 1982. The
statistical breakdown shows
that in 20 working days, 560
undergraduates, 75 law
students, 65 grad students,
The Alcala Women's Club's Discover) Ships sel sail this week with (l-r) Dr. Palmer, Sara
Finn, Marilee Banker!, Dr. DeKoche and Dr. Picked.
seven
maintenance/
Housekeepers,
and
35
faculty/staff/or administration
members signed in. The MD, Dr
Judith Everett, saw 303 of these
patients. In addition, two dorm
calls were made.
USD's Women's Opportunity- is in charge of "Shipshape" and workshops and faculty reflects
About one third of the pa
Week, sponsored by Alcala Dr. DeRoche for "Scholarship." University of San Diego's desire tients live at home, and another
Women's Club, began at
and effort to make education third are covered by some form
Fashion Valley Monday with
available for the community."
of medical insurance. The
AWC president, Gloria Blan
the christening of the three
The booths will be at various largest percentage of the
co, presented a plaque to Marilu
Discovery Ships. The ship
Bankert, Director of Marketing locations throughout Fashion students who use the Health
shape booths will be displayed
Valley, Monday Oct. 18, Center live on campus.
at Fashion Valley in thanks for
on the mall and will be staffed
through Friday Oct. 22 and will
The Center is financed out of
her cooperation and support
by USD's Alcala Women's Club
be open from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. the general operating fund of
toward Women's Opportunity
and USD faculty.
The twenty minute seminars USD. The cost is $62,000.00 per
Week.
will include such topics as year, which includes the
The boats were christened to
President Hughes spoke in stress, time management, doctor's salary.
day by their respective Deans; praise of AWC's initiative in ethics, art negotiations, world
The doctor is provided by the
Dr. Pickett, who is heading organizing USD's Discovery energy, health maintenance, Scripps Institute of La Jolla.
"Courtship", Dr. Palmer who Ship's saying, "The varsity of and law issues.
Scripps was chosen, because

WOW Ships Christening

they have a pool of doctors
from which to draw, thus
always having one here at USD,
on duty, when required. If a
private practice doctor were
under contract, their illness
would mean the Health Center
would be without a doctor, for
that day.
The contract was negotiated
by Dean Burke and Ray
Hughes, a vice-president and
business manager of Scripps. It
is now in the office of Jack
Boyce, here at USD, waiting to
be finalized and signed.
The contract renew date is
March first of every year. The
price and hours for the upcom
ing year will also be reviewed at
that time.
At Scripps, Dr. Edwards is in
charge of medical supervision.
He is the head of the family
practice unit. It is his job to
review, as necessary, the work
of the doctor done at USD.
The doctor is necessary on
campus to provide a license
number for ordering of
prescription medicines. A
nurse-practitioner could do all
the work, except for the
prescribing of medication. In
addition, an actual MD can pro
vide a measure of psychological
security for a sick person.
Scripps has a health educa
tion program, that is available
to USD as part of the contract.
Examples include programs in

Continued on page 16

Black''s (Beach) is Beautiful

by Roxanne Short
"Come on, it's not that hard.
Quit psyching yourself out. Just
keep your eyes on the path and
don't look over the edges."
"O.k, o.k., don't look over
the edges," 1 chanted to myself
as my girlfriend, Sandy, con
tinued to impatiently admonish
me. I instinctively sat down
hard when I felt my foot slip a
little on the loose, crumbly dirt.
All that did was add to the
downward momentum and 1
slid on my rear for a few inches.
Just when I thought for sure I'd
had it, I slowed to a stop, my
arms stretched out behind me,
my fists clutching clumps of the
hillside, and my bare toes fran
tically digging into the loose dirt
for any kind of foothold. 1

desperately struggled to stifle
my stertorous breathing, afraid
that the slightest movement
would set me off into motion
again.
"Hurry up, if we don't get
down there soon, we won't have
enough time to get our bodies
painted."
I swiveled my eyes down
about 20 feet below me. Sandy
stood confidently on the edge of
a sheer drop. 1 could tell she was
getting irritated with me 'cause
she kept shifting from one foot
to the other.
It occured to me suddenly
that 1 might not even have to
worry whether or not I was go
ing to shed my suit once 1 got
dow-i to the beach. I was going
to be lucky to even get there!

It's no wonder that the San
Diego City Council originally
reserved the 900 foot stretch of
Blacks Beach below the Torrey
Pines cliffs for this Country's
only legal swim-suit-optional
area. You had to be willing to
brave the knee-knocking des
cent down the shaky cliffs or
hike North a good half-hour
across the sand from Scripps
peir to even get there. Once
there, you were faced with no
public facilities: no restrooms,
no water fountains, and no
refreshment areas. And then of
course, there was always the trip
back.
My thoughts were momen
tarily interrupted by a few "ex
cuse me" 's and I froze as pairs
of legs lightly stepped over me,

then continued to hurtle their
owners down the precarious
path.
"Nope," I thought, watching
them slipping and sliding on
their way, "you couldn't find a
more discouraging, private
place than this."
I began to realize that I
couldn't stay in my present
position for very long. Small
rocks were uncomfortably mak
ing their way up my shorts and
my shirt was already soaked
with sweat and stuck to my
back. I looked around me and
tried to convince myself that the
dried blush and growth on the
hillside would stop me from
plummting all the way down if I
were to stray from the path.
Repeating to myself the brush

will stop me, the brush will stop
me, I somehow managed to pick
myself up and follow the others
down.
Finally reaching the bottom
of the hill, we quickly chose a
spot next to another group of
girls and slowly sank into the
warm sand. I turned back to the
cliffs and couldn't help
laughing at the efforts of those
still edging down the mountain.
I waved encouragingly—as 1
vaguely remembered seeing out
of the corners of my eyes,
others waving at me—at one
woman who had smashed
herself against the side, refusing
to take the tiny hop needed to
get across a part of the ledge
that had crumbled away. Others

Continued on page 11
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Letters To The Editor
To the Editors of The Vista:
1 am constantly amazed at the
ignorance and naivete that is
evident in some of the articles
published in the Vista.
Last year people wrote to
complain of the Armed Forces
Recruiters upon campus. They
were very hostile of the fact that
the Military could possibly
believe that someone of higher
education would want to serve
in the Armed Forces. A few
weeks ago, Greg Bart offered
his pearls of wisdom on the
negative aspects of NROTC at
USD. Now, after Dana Bart's
letter entitled Killers- Welcom
ed, 1 am campletely shocked
and disgusted at the attitudes of
the students on this campus.
We are all able to write ar
ticles and letters, expressing our
various opinions because our
government has succeeded in
protecting our freedom thus
far. 1 simply cannot believe that
USD students narrowly view the
Military as a Pro-war, Prokilling organization. It does not
take above average intelligence
to take a look at what is hap
pening in the rest of the world
around us. Our respected Arm
ed Forces have kept us immune
to the problems that have
plagued Afghanistan, Iran,
Agentina, and Beruit, to cite
just a few.
The United States has been a
free country for over 200 years
because we have had the men
and women proud enough of
the United States and its ideals
to serve in many different
aspects of the Military for the
protection of all of our rights. 1
would think that every person
on this campus would want our
Military Personel to be welleducated and highly skilled.
That is the purpose of the
NROTC on our campus. I
sincerely hope that I am not the
only USD student who feels
pride and respect for the
chosen career of a uniformed
man or woman, rather than
looking on with disgust and
drawing reference to killers, and
Hitler.
Sincerely,
C.J. Mapson
Dear Dana,
Your letter regarding ROTC,
published 10/14/82, concerned
me to the extent that I would
like to offer some thoughts for
your consideration.
It is unlikely that you were
responsible for the unfortunate
headline "Killers Welcomed",
but I feel that it reflects poorly
upon the Editorial staff of Vista
to be "name calling" fellow
students who are probably as
idealistic and God loving as
you.
Even a casual student of
history would have to realize
that mankind has experienced
wars throughout the ages. To
day our nation is surrounded by
ruthless powers, many of whom
are dedicated to the eventual

destruction of our way of life.
In Cuba, for example, the
young people of your genera
tion are taught to hate
Americans.
I submit that we take the
security we enjoy for granted.
This was also the case in the
United States preceding Pearl
Harbor. Do you know who held
the Japanese away from our
western shore while every able
bodied man in the country
prepared to go to war? The pro
fessional military men bought
time—mostly with their lives. 1
think God reserves a place in
heaven for such people.
In this age when intelligent,
knowledgeable analysis means
the difference between war and

peace, would you not feel safer
knowing that the men and
women in positions of respon
sibility in the military share
your values and love of peace? 1
believe that President John
Kennedy was such a man, and
that the experience that he gain
ed serving in the Navy during
World War 11 assisted him in
the preservation of the integrity
and security of this country.
1 would hope that you and
others who share views might
consider it a privilege to share
this campus with those who may
someday be called upon to de
fend its very right to exist.
Sincerely,
Anne Barker
Editor's Note: "Killers
Welcomed," was the title
chosen by the author, and does
not reflect, in anyway, on the
staff of the Vista.

Intercultural Relationships
Have you had the chance to ever see a car load of United
Nations representatives cruising your local gas stations? Well,
let me tell you about a man who did. Of course these repre
sentatives weren't the kind that get to sit in the tall United Na
tions building in New York City and discuss about the
weather on the other side of the world; these were the true
representatives because these were the actual people who suf
fered the weather and the consequences of the politician's
decision. Yet, let me tell you about the awed man.
It was a Saturday night when this international car came
rolling into the local Exxon gas station. The scene was as
follows: Crammed into a Datsun made originally for five peo
ple were eight people, still the way in which they were ar
ranged contrasted their nationalities quite strongly. The
driver was your typical California girl, blonde and greeneyed; in between, half-way on the wheel and half-way on the
next guy's lap was a girl with black hair and dark eyes, who
looked anywhere from Italian to Iranian; the guy whose lap
was being used was one of those who don't need the sun to
stay dark. In the back seat we had a red head from Germany,
a Japanese guy who stressed the good mileage the Datsun had
given us, a Philipino who turned out to be a Chicago fan, and
a New York philoshopher.
It is not hard to see why this scene called the man's atten
tion, but it is hard to describe his face. He had that "Who in
the world are you and why me?" look. The ultimate confussion came when all of us waved goodbye—for some reason I
think we gave him a topic for dinner conversation.
After we left and continued our nightly experience I still
wondered why this guy had been so terribly awed. We weren't
that strange really. After thinking about it long and finding
no answer I started to think about Sociology 101. That was it,
I had it—Chapter 4 of the book I never read. The title for that
chapter was: "Intercultural Relations: Has Society Come to
Accept Them?" NO! I couldn't tell you what the book had to
say, but I can tell you what I lived through.
I don't need to mention how mad I was to find this attitude
happening right here and now after all the talk about equali
ty. 1 felt like sending these people back to basic math to learn
not to get their equality and inequality signs mixed up!
After my boiling maddness reduced to a simmering one I
tried to formulate a logical example to show the world we are
all people. Well appealing to the sweet-tooth is the following:
It is an accepted fact that we have chocolate and that most
chocolate is brown. Pretend we are chocolate people. In the
chocolate world the color of the chocolate is varied and gel
dark chocolate, medium chocolate and white chocolate,
nevertheless they are all chocolate and they don't mind sitting
side by side on the racks or combining themselves on a tray.
The same for chocolate people—there are dark, medium and
white chocolate people. Apply the "Chocolate people"
theory to our world today and you have yourself a deep
human theory you can wow your philosophy teacher with.
Anyway theory or no theory we are people—just
that—people. We aren't kings, queens and peasents, we are
people. We are black, brown and white (well we have to allow
for some punk rockers who are various colors at a time) peo
ple, simply people!
So fellow people, I leave you with this thought and remem
ber you might be missing some pretty colorful times. You
need to learn to indulge in forein affairs.
Note: Fashionable colors for this year are black and white.

TOM THUMB
A closed mouth
gathers no feet

Campus Quips .."Classes are like Fires. Your grade goes
down if attended." (honors student) "Money can't buy
everything but it sure would be fun to try." (business major)
"They probably keep the library warm so you'll be quiet and
go to sleep." (wise freshman) "My dad doesn't even cook like
this." (meal plan holder) "If you can't find a real parking
space, Bay Park Towing will find one for you." (friendly
security warning) "1 bet if they change the tests each
semester, there wouldn't be a problem with grade inflation at
USD."
Senioritis.. ."The future isn't what it used to be." (puzzled
senior) "I want to be on time at least once in my life." (gradu
ating fourth year senior) "I wouldn't be on time unless I was
late." (fifth year senior)
Politics, politics...In an interview with columnist Joseph
Kraft Jerry Brown promised "Jobs and fairness, that's my
total campaign." True to his word, Jerry next dropped the
bombshell charge that his opponent, Pete Wilson, had receiv
ed a 70,000 tax free favor from a wealthy friend.
Classic Jerry: "I see the world in a very fluid contradictory,
emerging, interconnected terms, and with that kind of circutry, 1 just don't feel the need to say what is going to happen
or will not happen." Recent polls indicate that Brown maybe
in for the shock of his political life in his quest for the senate.
Closer to home .."When San Diego Mayor Pete Wilson
whose lead over Jerry Brown is now down to 4 points was
asked if he wanted James Watt to come in and campaign for
him, he replied: 'Only if he comes disguised as a whale or a
porpoise." (quoted from the Oct. 15 issue of National

Review)

More Manure... Brown supporters are getting a lot of mile
age out of Wilson's $70,000 tax write-off from a $10,000
investment in an alternative and renewable energy source of
you know what. As one critic succinctly put it: "The stuff
literally hit the fan."
Heeeere's Johnnnie.. .The hot seat for local political parties
has been North San Diego County's 43rd Congressional Dis
trict race. In the last election, KKK leader Tom Metzger won
the Democratic nomination. This years Republican nominee,
the mudslinging Johnnie Crean, is proving to be of equal em
barrassment to the local GOP which has to provide him as the
party candidate with nominal support. At the recent $100 per
plate Republican Candidate Campaign Fundraiser tablemates
of Johnnie Crean, astonished by Crean's lack of table man
ners, were further astounded by his crude grasp of foreign
policy in his comment: "We should go down to Mexico with a
big stick and show Jose Lopez Portilla (rhymes with)
Tortilla." Whispered one neighbor to another, "That boy
would do well to remember the adage: If you have good table
manners and speak good English, you can go anywhere; but if
you don't, you'll only go once."
Like father, like son.. .The San Diego Union publicized a re
cent letter from Crean's father to Ron Packard, Republican
write-in candidate and runner up to his son in the primary
contest. In it, Mr. Crean told Packard that he was a "cry
baby", likened the candidate's refusal to concede defeat to
"Hitler's refusal" to surrender and accused Packard of being
motivated by the same "smugness" that caused the "crucifiction of our Lord."
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Campus Notes
WANTED:
STUDENT/FACULTY/STAFF
CRAFTSPERSONS
interested in participating in the Second Annual Holiday
Crafts Fair, December 8th & 9th. For applications and more
information contact Barbara Schmitz at 293-4590, the Office
of Student Affairs, Serra 200."
On Thursday, October 28, 1982, at 12:15 p.m. in Serra Hall,
Room 204, for students interested in assisting the Admissions
Office this year, volunteers are needed to give campus tours,
make phone calls to prospective students who have expressed
an interest in USD, and to make visits to their high schools
during semester break. Any interested students are invited to
attend and find out more details.
Spanish Club Dinner at Casa Bandini this Thursday Oct.
21st. Meet in front of Serra at 6:00 p.m. for departure.
FRIENDS all welcome!
Spanish Club Meeting on Oct. 26 at 12 noon in C120.
This year's Torero Week promises to be something more than
it has been in the past. If you are interested in assisting the
Torero Week Committee in advertising and implementing its
programmed events, please contact Tim Beaulieu in the
A.S.B. office. A general meeting is scheduled for Tuesday
October 26 at 6:00 p.m. in Lorna's.
Going away for vacation? Staying here? Thinking of (Heaven
forbid) doing a little cleaning out of the closets? Don't forget
Circle-K's 2nd Annual Swap Meet for Oxfam. The Swap
Meet will be held Wednesday, November 17th, and any
suitable items will be accepted for donation—which means
ANYTHING!!
R.A.B. (Resident's Activity Board) presents a Bring Your
Own Music dance, Thursday, Oct. 21 in Camino Patio 10-12.
Be there and bring your favorite bopping beats!
Council for Exceptional Children will have its next get to
gether on Thursday, October 28 at 7:30 p.m. in the De Sales
Board Room (127). Following the meeting, the motion pic
ture "A Different Approach" will be shown. All are
welcome!
Campus Ministry
Wed. Oct. 27 Penance Liturgy—7:30 p.m. Founders Chapel
Sunday—Oct. 31 (Halloween) Halloween Dress-Up 7:00 p.m.
Mass—Founders Chapel
The FINANCE and INVESTMENT SOCIETY presents Jack
Wells to speak on "Career Opportunities in Banking" Thurs
day October 21, 1982 SBUS202 11:30 am
International Student Organization invites you to:
its meeting on Oct. 21 at 12:00 noon in C-120. Special
Event: Dr. Karl Gilbert will speak about the Soviet Union to
day.
BBQ on Oct. 23 PLACE: LAKE HODGE. Meet in
front of Serra Hall at 11:00 am for departure. Come and have
fun!
ATTENTION: ECONOMICS ANI) BUSINESS
ECONOMICS STUDENTS
The newly founded USD chapter of Omicron Delta Epsilon,
the honor society for students of economics, will hold its first
general meeting on Tuesday October 30th, at 12:00 noon in
School of Business 201.
All interested students are welcome!!

Junior Class Notes
POWDER PUFF FOOTBALL—Torero Week will in
clude a powder puff football battle between the
Juniors and the Seniors. All interested junior class
women please contact Cindy in the ASB office. Tom
Burns will serve as head cheerleader. Any junior class
men who would like to join the squad please contact
Tom.
HOMECOMING FLOAT—It's time once again to
create an original, prize-winning junior class float.
There will be a float-building party during Torero
Week. Watch for details!!!
UNIVERSITY TUITION COMMITTEE—An interested
junior, who is an accounting major, is needed to
serve on the University's Tuition Committee. This is
an extremely important committee which deals with
tuition costs. Contact Tom or Cindy in the ASB of
fice.

The Real USD Man
Illusion or Reality
Referring back to the many
times when you've probably sat
in front of Serra Flail "people
watching", have you ever really
thought about how different
people are? It's amazing! Out
of these differences we may find
things that we like and things
that we don't like. Thoughts or
comments like "Look at that
guy's hair!" or "Get a real out
fit!" abound. I'm sure you all
know what I'm talking about.
Do any of these people fit our
own personal standards? Is
there a general standard for a
"real U.S.D. student", speci
fically a "Real U.S.D. Man"?
Bruce Feirstein, author of the
humorous book "Real Men
Don't Eat Quiche" was our in
spiration when we set out to dis
cover what it takes to be a
"Real Man" at U.S.D. Does
one even exist?
After grueling hours of care
ful thought and observations,
we've come up with the follow

.. .don't use pink hi-liters
.. .can handle J.D.
.. .don't eat "Tuna Sprouters"
from Lorna's
.. .don't drink wine coolers.
.. .don't wear plaid shorts.
.. .wear 501 jeans.
.. .don't use Sun-In.
.. .dare to be different.
.. .don't kiss and tell.
REAL MEN...
...don't wear tight pants, ...aren't addicted to soap
operas.
especially not designer jeans.
...don't wear clogs, (penny ...don't wear vuarnets on a
cloudy day.
loafers are questionable)
...ask girls out on "real" ...don't have girlfriends at
home.
dates.
.. .don't pay $20 for a hair-cut. .. .don't scam.
.. .don't wear the collars up on .. .find time.
...don't wear peds with their
their polo shirts,
sneakers.
i. .aren't Barkmen.
...listen to Bruce and under ...do not write articles on
"Real Women".
stand.
... have real majors
...aren't in a frat at U.S.D.
Now guys, don't get all work
and don't want to be.
ed up thinking you're not a
.. .don't wear polyester.
...bring their own beer to "Real Man"! You still have
plenty of time to work on it!
T.G.s.
ing list of printable character
istics for a "Real U.S.D. Man".
It is by no means complete.
Keep in mind too, that they're
not meant as a personal stab at
any one person or group. It's all
in fun!

Sailing Club
On Campus
A whole new experience is
now beginning at U.S.D., The
Sailing Club. No longer will
that urge to sail go unfulfilled.
Sailing is one of San Diego's
major past times, enjoyed by all
who have a love for the fine
sport of sailing. Sailing is con
sidered to be one of the finest
outdoor recreational activities
offered in San Diego, especially
with the San Diego Bay being as
convenient as it is. If you have
never sailed in a regatta race or
heeled till the waves splash in
the boat, then the Sailing Club
will be a wonderful place to
start. Come join this new ad
venture and bring out that sea

farring spirit. Attention all ex
perienced sailors, this club is
also for you! Now is the time to
enjoy a club that was meant for
ocean lovers. U.S.D.'s right
near the ocean, our boats are in
motion, and our sails are filled
with the excitement and thrill
that U.S.D.'s sailing club is
about to fulfill.
The sailing Club is meant for
all, beginners and experienced.
There will be a club meeting on
Thursday, October 21st, at
12:30, in Serra Hall Rm. 305
with a sailing film and popcorn.
See you there! For more infor
mation call Shirley at 422-6857.

Zeta
News
by Clare D'Agostino
Zeta Tau Alpha is proud to
announce the newly elected
officers of the Pledge Class of
the 1982 Fall Semester.
P r e s i d e n t Anne Swanke, Secretary/Trea
surer-Kathleen Hines, ServiceKathleen Mackerley, SocialLisa Hayworth, and Big Sister/
Little Sister Relations-Annette
Carlson.
Another note of Zeta news:
Myra Sapahr was awarded the
San Diego Alumnae Matching
Grant Award at Zeta's Foun
ders Day Luncheon last Sat
urday afternoon. The sisters of
Zeta would like to congratulate
Myra
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Entertainment
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GlieSS Who S Coming

The Who (left to right) Roger Daltrey, Kenny Jones, John Fntwistle & Pete Townsend to per
form at San Diego Jack Murphy Stadium Oct. 27 with Lover Boy/John Cougar (TIMK)

Review

Return of the
San Francisco Mime
The Grass Roots Cultural
Center, in celebration of its first
birthday, is sponsoring the re
turn of the San Francisco Mime
Troupe. Fresh from their re
sounding success of last year's
"Factwino Feets the Moral Ma
jority", which included 4 Bay
Area Critics Awards and lavish
praise from critics nationally,
the Mime Troupe returns to San
Diego for the second time this
year with a new production
"Last Tango in Huahuatenango".
This musical comedy of trop
ical and topical intrigue is set in
a tiny, fictitious Central Ameri
can republic caught between
either revolution or a right-wing
coup. In this ambitious work,
with original music and colorful
costumes and dances that high
light its Central American
locale, a dozen Mime Troupe
members playing over 40 roles
weave a complex tale about op
pression, corruption, and pea
sant rebellion in the barely im
aginary country of San Martin.
Recently returned from a very
successful tour through Ger
many and England, "Last
Tango in Huahuatenango" has
received high acclaim from au
diences and critics alike. The
London Times called it

"...deeply impressive. The
pace is fast and energetic and
the music is sung from the
heart..."
The San Francisco Mime
Troupe prefers an older defini
tion of mime: "A kind of
drama in which scenes from
everyday life were represented
in a ridiculous manner, a kind
of comedy full of slang and
aphorism." This nation's oldest
political theater troupe, they
have worked for more than 20
years to make a truly popular
theater. Their plays are collec
tively written and produced,
and portray the ways people
deal with the economic, social,
and political forces around
them; they are plays that protest
the ways people and govern
ments abuse people.
This exclusive San Diego en
gagement of "Last Tango in
Huahuatenango", presented by
the San Francisco Mime
Troupe, will be Tuesday, Octo
ber 26, 8pm at the El Cortez
Center (8th & Beech Sts., free
parking). Tickets are $6 in ad
vance and $7 at the door, and
are available at community out
lets. Call 232-5009 for more in
formation. Co-sponsored by the
California Arts Council.

Mandarii
Cuisine

by Diane Katz
The Mandarin Cuisine is a
restaurant specializing in Pek
ing and Sze-chaun Chinese food.
The original restaurant is
located in La Jolla, on La Jolla
Blvd. and was established in
1976. The Mandarin Cuisine is
open Monday-Friday from
11:30 until 10:00 and weekends
until 11:00 p.m. The average
price is five dollars per person
depending on your choice of
food. We found the food to be
excellent, the prices reasonable
and the service very good. A
few suggestions were egg rolls,
sweet and sour pork, mooshu
pork, cashew chicken and pork
fried rice. For those with hefty
appetities, this is one place that
serves large portions. Fortune
and Almond cookies are served
at the end of the meal bringing
"news of an old sweetheart who
still thinks much of you," and
the Chinese proverb of
"domestic happiness and
faithful friends and he who has
faith, has everything."
The Mandarin Cuisine is not
just an ordinary Chinese food
restaurant, it is very unique in
both its atmosphere and its high
standard of service. The Man
darin Cuisine is the only
Chinese food restaurant in San
Diego that has won awards of
merit. It has won an award for
five consecutive years from the
Southern California Restaurant
Writers Association for good
service and quality food.

Old Globe Theater
student Discounts
For the first
time in Old
Globe Theatre history, sub
scriptions for full-time students
are available for weekday and
Sunday evening series as well as
for Saturday and Sunday
matinee series. Students still
save up to 25 V# by subscribing
to the theatre's 1983 season,
which plays from January
through May, 1983 at the Simon
Edison Centre for the Perform
ing Arts in Balboa Park, San
Diego.
By purchasing a super sub
scription for all six productions
(three in the Old Globe and
three in the Cassius Carter) a
savings of 25% is available. Six
fully-professional productions
cost just $7.83 per ticket, or $47
for the series. Either of two
other plans represents savings
of 20%. A student subscription
for the three productions in the
new $6.5 million Old Globe
Theatre costs $26; a student
subscription for the three pro
ductions in the intimate Cassius
Carter Centre Stage costs $24.
Thornton Wilder's Pulitzer
Prize winning classic "The Skin
of Our Teeth," Ted Tally's
gripping drama "Terra Nova,"
and Associate Artist Ellis
Rabb's imaginative comedy
"Clap Your Hands" will be

produced in the Old Globe
Theatre. Bill C. Davis's
thoughtful comedy "Mass Ap
peal," Arthur Kopit's pene
trating "Wings," and A.R.
Gurney Jr.'s hilarious comedy
"The Dining Room" will be
produced in the Cassius Carter.
Another new service for sub
scribers has been introduced.
Bus service is available with
Sunday evening series #15 at the
Cassius Carter Centre Stage and
Thursday evening series #25 at
the Old Globe. When purchased
with a super subscription, the
bus pass costs only $25 for the
season, or with a three-play
series, $15. Round trip trans
portation will be available at
key locations in North County
(Rancho Bernardo, Escondido,
Vista), East County (El Cajon,
La Mesa), and South Bay
(Chula Vista, National City).
For a full-color brochure de
tailing the season and subscrip
tion plans, phone 239-2255
Monday through Friday 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m.
Curtain time in both theatres
is at 8 p.m. Tuesdays through
Saturdays, and at 7 p.m. on
Sundays, with matinees at 2
p.m. on Saturdays and Sun
days.

SProqnssiui. ^Productions SPre.it,nkf.

The Original 1983

MEN OF U.S.D.©
CALENDAR
Coming Soon
<Sfie.cia[ 'UHanlii to tfiE

students

urno fiarticifiated in our surueu.

MARLON BRANDO ROBERTDUWU. MARRN9CEN .AP0CAWSE NOV
FRE0ER1C FORREST AUBERTFW1 SAM BOTTOMS LAfiRT FISHBURNE - DENN6 HOPPER
.-CWFRANOS COPPOLA
~KJOHNMUJS-IFRANOSCOPPOLA«,»FCHAaF£RR
MM» FRED ROOS GR*FFED0WSON -TOM SIEJ»«RG
M<**NNWIAAO SIDRAR0 •mmcmm DEAN JMXJLARE i«. ROW® MAWS
MnvtWAUERMUNCH K-.CARMNE COPPOU..FRANCIS COPPOLA

R m#—r viOMMOTOEFWcucnoN United Artists
CopynflM@tt7tOmr*Zo«rop»

'3 DAY WEEKEND SPECIAL'
Camino Theatre 7pm

Sat., October 23
Admission: FREE
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Entertainment
Film Review

Gregory's Girl
by Paul Gordon

Gregory's Girt is a

Gregory (Gordon Sinclair) left, attempts to explain his new found lose to his best friend Steve
(William Greevless)

Cinema Madness

by Joseph Mularky
Waiting outside a local
theater recently, I noticed the
movie posters lining the walls
announcing the arrival of
movies soon to be shown. One
such poster showed a beatific
Robin Williams as "Garp".
Another poster showed
Christopher Reeve as a grieving
priest, in the soon to released,
Monsignor. My drab, vacant
dorm room wall sprang into my
mind. It seemed like an exciting
idea to fill my wall with posters
of my favorite movies. Thus, I
began to search the San Diego
area for a store that carries
original, authentic posters, not
the massed produced commer
cial posters. Many shops, in
cluding "Star Struk" in Old
Town, caters to the reproduc
tions, yet none carried the
original posters distributed by
the studios. 1 went to the
theaters and discovered that
they are required to return all
the posters they use to the
distributors, National Screen
Service. When I was about to
resign myself to purchasing a
commercial poster, I noticed a
flyer advertising a store called
Cinemania, in Point Loma.
After searching Point Loma I
located Cinemania, a tiny shop
overflowing with movie posters,
movie stills, and other promo
tional gimmicks. As I walked
through the door of the shop I
was overwhelmed by how many
posters the owner, Jim Dietz,
was able to stuff into his store. I
also was overwhelmed by the
price of some of these authentic
posters. I had failed to grasp
simple economics. The demand
for movie posters is high, while
the supply of posters is low.
Consequently, the prices of
these original posters can be
staggering. Jim Dietz' posters
range in price from three dollars
to one thousand dollars. Being

ignorant of the art of movie
poster collecting, 1 asked Jim
Dietz to explain to me about his
beloved hobby.
Mr. Dietz began becoming in
terested in movie posters in the
late I940's. As a young man he
was employed plastering posters
around his home town, keeping
the extra posters under his bed.
As he became older his love of
movies remained fresh. He col
lected everything that had to do
with movie promotion. The art
of collecting movie memorabilia
is fully explained in Dietz'
book, Price Guild and In

troduction to Movie Posters
and Memorabilia. Mr. Dietz ex
plains that, "Posters were never
meant to be sold, but rather
they were meant to sell the
movie." Dietz explains that
posters are leased to theaters as
a package, and are to be return
ed to distributor with the movie.
Collectors are able to secure
posters in a number of ways.
Often, ushers are paid to get
collectors recent posters, while
the classic posters are found in
attics, basements, and Dietz'
secret source, abandoned
theaters in the mid-west.
Great care should be taken
when getting started in collec
ting movie posters. Many peo
ple buy worthless posters for a
great deal of money. The best
posters to look for are those
with good art work, often the
movie which is depicted has lit
tle to do with the value of the
poster. For example, Clint
Eastwood spends very little on
the production of his movies,
and yet he will spare no cost in
promoting them, especially in
poster production. Other recent
movies with valuable posters in
clude those from, "James
Bond" movies. Star Wars, Bar
bara Streisand movies, and
Raiders of the Lost Ark. Classic

movies usually always have
valuable posters. Movies of the
1940's go for anywhere between
thirty and one thousand dollars;
Humphrey Bogart, Bette Davis
and Fred Astair movies bring
the highest price. Fosters of the
1950's usually do not exceed fif
ty dollars. James Dean, Marlyn
Monroe and Hitchcock movies
are the most valuable posters of
this era. As a rule the best in
vestment to make in recent
movies are science fiction, and
horror posters. Jim Dietz
believes that movie posters will
be made for the next ten years
and then they will cease to be
profitable in advertising
movies. The modern cinema
complex simply does not have
room for the movie posters
when it is packed with video
games, and snack bars.
Those who doubt the value of
collecting movie memorabilia
should keep in mind that Steven
Spielberg recently purchased a
Disney poster from the 1920's.
Right after he paid sixty-five
thousand dollars for Rosebud
(the sled used in Citizen Kane)
he paid two thousand dollars
for a poster advertising Alice in
Wonderland. The sad tale of
Charles Spence may impress the
skeptical. In 1915 Spence was
employed by a theater in Tennesse. He was to put up one
hundred posters of Birth of a
Nation. Since it was a hot sum
mer day he decided to go
fishing, so he tossed fifty of the
posters into a lake. Today these
posters would bring six thou
sand dollars a piece.
Since science fiction is Dietz'
favorite movies, he is sponsor
ing a science fiction film
festival. Tickets to this two day
event are on sale at Cinemania.
Dietz welcomes all to his store
in Point Loma; enter the magic
world of movie memorabilia.

new
romantic comedy from
Scotland, about Gregory (Gor
don John Sinclair), an unlikely
16 year old Romeo whose recent
infatuation with the opposite
sex has caused him to make any
other considerations unimpor
tant or positively non-existent.
He has discovered love in the
statuesque form of the beautiful
and athletic Dorothy, a modern
girl who sees nothing unusual
about trying out for the all-male
soccer team.
The film has some very sen
timental, comic moments, but
the idea behind the plot is not
true
love,
but
the
ficklesomeness of adolescence.
The characters never really fall
in love with one another, their
relationship at its deepest is full
of whimsy. Director Bill For
syth has made a film about
growing up out of harmony. It
is a good film for some au
diences, but the script isn't
sophisticated enough. The ac
ting is naturalistic and the
character of Gordon Sinclair
(Gregory), is exceptional,
reminiscent of some of the ac-

ting in Francois Truffaut's film
about youth, entitled Small

Change.

At 16, Gregory's lifestyle in
cludes showing up hours late for
school, crossing roads without
watching for cars, yowling at
the moon from his bedroom
window, playing drums in the
middle of the night, and
creating a symphony of kitchen
appliances at breakfast time.
From his ostrich shaped body,
to his off the wall demeanor,
Gregory doesn't need to make
any effort to stand out from his
fellow classmates.
Without truly cinematic Scot
tish filmmaker
Bill Forsyth,
who conceived, wrote and
directed this lighthearted look
at adolescent courtship rights,
complete with the optimism, the
enthusiasm, the shyness and
uncertainties in taking that
tenuous step from adolescence
to maturity, Gregory's Girl
might just be another outdated
Scottish comedy which might
not have made it to the United
States.
Gregory's Girl is playing at
the Guild Theatre in Hillcrest.

Film Review

The Wall

by Paul Gordon

Pink Floyd: The Wall is a
film dealing with an aging rock
star's emotional breakdown,
triggered by the cruel world in
which he lives. Director Alan
Parker's film has excellent
cinematography, exquisite
animation and strongly emo
tional music (in Dolby Stereo),
from Pink Floyd's last album
entitled "The Wall". The film's
plot has poor continuity,
although it would appear that
the story is told through a series
of disordered flashbacks. The
images presented seem un
original, possibly because many
of them were stolen from such
films of the seventies as Sweet
Movie, Tommy, Quadrophenia,
Stardust, Fritz The Cat and
Fantasia.

the album. A few songs that
aren't on the album have been
added to the movie, but they
don't seem to have the appeal
that the other songs have. The
film might have worked better if
the songs were redubbed, for
they sounded almost exactly as
on the original album, and will
not surprise too many Pink
Floyd fans.
Its hard to appreciate The
Walt as much as Pink Floyd's
earlier film, The Valley which
was an abstract socio-political
venture which had a little in
telligence. The newer film has
all sorts of visula hyperbole, in
cluding 70 millimeter print films
stock, but the second half is
boring and emotionally empty.

When the story desperately
Similar to the double album
needs
a decent climax, Alan
of the same title, The Wall
Parker
turns to using flashy
makes statements about the
horrors of war, fascism, animation to recapture the au
technology, the music industry, dience's imagination. It might
and idealism, but the film have been better to see a video of
garbles its ideas with choppy, Pink Floyd's "The Wall" con
confusing visuals. There isn't cert tour, than to watch this silly
much acting or screenplay to be ending ruin a sometimes
found, and its hard to judge the brilliant film. This writer has
seriousness of the direction, nothing against animation, but
however the cinematography when it is treated with such
and the high-tech special effects commercial excess, one wonders
show that the film was well whether to call it art or
designer's trash for the masses.
made.
The Wall leaves out Pink
Pink Floyd: The Wall is cur
Floyd's "Hey You", one of the rently playing at Pacific's
most compassionate songs on Cinema Grossmont in La Mesa.
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Entertainment

'Bruce Loose' in the Lark
b> Greg Bart
Loose Bruce, who supports
"Loose Bruce" Kerr's
"Hysterectomy of Rock and his stage antics with an echo box
Roll" drove a disappointingly and a series of pre-recorded
small crowd hysterical last Fri rhythm tracks, isn't afraid to
day at the Lark. "1 gotta tell ya, throw a little variety at his au
this audience is really great. dience. The balding performer's
Really super spirit out there." wit lets him mingle stinging
said a beaming Kerr, or "Loose barbs and humorous skits ("In
Bruce" as he prefers. The flatable Annie", the handy
Wisconson-born musician, who marital aid) with fine examples
wields a guitar, mandolin, foot- of favorite rock sounds of the
tamborine, and various percus sixties and seventies. "I usually
sion insturments on-stage, let play 3 colleges a semester.
fly a shotgun blast of hits, rang They're great because you get a
ing from vintage Elvis ("You more intelligent crowd, a more
Ain't Nothin' But a Hound hip crowd. If you're going to do
Dog") to twisted John Denver something satirical, or a
("Thank
God
I'm
a parody, you need a crowd that's
hip enough to enjoy the pro
Millionaire").
"Loose Bruce was fantastic. I gram. It doesn't matter that I'm
was completely amazed at the 34, going on 35 now. It doesn't
crowd's response. Those who seem to matter even when I do
didn't go missed some of the some of the older stuff; they
take it all in anyway".
finest on-campus entertainment
we've seen here in years." said
Bruce is no stranger to college
Lark Director Rick Sanchez, life. After graduating with a
who then revealed that a large B.A. in History from the
portion of the student body had University of Michigan he
spent most of the night at a worked his way through Law
Fiesta Island Underwear Burn School by gigging at local bars.
ing Party.
"When I started out, I thought

XETV Channel 6
Honors Ingrid Bergman
XETV Channel 6 will host a
week of classic films starring the
late Ingrid Bergman in a week
long tribute to the actress Oc
tober 24 to October 29.
Bergman's career started in
1939 and ended in her Emmynominated performance of "A
Woman Named Golda" in
1982. XETV's tribute week re
counts the beautiful and
talented actress's memorable
films co-starring some of
Hollywood's most celebrated
leading men. Staring Sunday on
the 9PM Movie, Ingrid
Bergman co-stars with Hum
phrey Bogart in "Casablanca",
Monday's movie will be "For
Whom The Bell Tolls" with
Gary Cooper, Tuesday is
"Spellbound" with Gregory
Peck, Thursday "Intermezzo"

with Leslie Howard and Friday
at 9pm "Notorious" with Cary
Grant. XETV will not air a
Bergman film on Wednesday
due to a sponsored General
Food special, "Shock Trauma"
scheduled in the 9pm time
period.
Sun.
Oct.
24
9-1 1 pm
"Casablanca" Humphrey
Bogart 1942****
Mon. Oct. 25 9-1 lpm "For
Whom The Bell Tolls" Gary
Cooper 1943****
Tues. Oct. 26 9-1 lpm "Spell
bound" Gregory Peck 1945****
Thurs. Oct. 28 9-1 lpm "In
termezzo" Leslie Howard
1939****
Fri.
Oct.
29
9-1 1 pm
"Notorious" Cary Grant
1945****

YOUR CHANCE TO COME TO LONDON
Junlor-yoar programs, Postgraduate diplomas. Ona-yaar Mentor's
degrees and Research opportunities in the social sciences are offered
at the London School of Economics ond Political Science.
The wide ronge of subjects includes
Accounting & Finonce. Actuoriol Science Anthropology. Business Studies.
Economics. Econometrics. Economic History. Europeon Studies. Geogrophy.
Government. Industrial Relations Inter not tonol History, international
Relations, low. Monogement Science Operotionol Reseorch. Philosophy.
Plonning Studies. Population Studies Politics. Sea Use Policy. Social
Administration. Sociol Wbrk. Sociology Social Psychology. Statistical ond
Mathemoticol Sciences Systems Analysis
Application bionki t(on>
A^miuloni BofUtror L.S.I.. Houfhlon Straat. London WC7 Inflwi4
MMM
wKclhtr Junior yoor or poilyr«dtMla

USE

London School ol Economics and Political Science

law was going to be my life." A
six month sabbatical changed all
that; soon Loose Bruce was
writing solid, top-40 material,
and playing it to boot. "If I can
get myself established, get my
foot in the door, then I'll see
about making this act a career.
Right now, I'm giving myself
until I'm 50. After that, 1 can
always go back [to law]." Bruce
has already appeared on the
East Coast, and has a small but
faithful following in, of all
places, the Virgin Islands. He
often travels to the Caribbean
paradise to visit his mother,
who lives in a houseboat there.
While on the island Bruce packs
the local speakeasy three times a
week with his unique brand of
coffeehouse-barroom entertain
ment.
"Why not a 'Vasectomy' of
Rock and Roll?" inquired one
excited coed after the show.
"It's another play on words.
You know how radio stations
do a 'history'?" In fact, Loose
Bruce does a wonderful job of
combining stomach-splitting
humor with a broad range of
musical delights. Though his
Virgin Island commitments con
found any possibility for an ap
pearance next semester, USD
would do well to grab this ris
ing, talented performer in the
83-84 school year.

Dracula
Relived

Question of the Week
Question by Carol Damon
Photographs by Gina Arcaro

Who would you invite to a hot
tub party?

Andy Palman
Child Psychology
Graduate School

"The entire" Sister Helenas
school for girls and Roman
Polanski"

Dave Murphy
History
Senior

"Xavier Hollander, because 1
like the literary type."

Laurie Jacobs
Freshman
Business

"Triston Rogers, because I love
Australians and 1 like the way
he hops."

by Diane LaHay

When one thinks of Dracula a
sense of fear is usually evoked.
However, this was not
necessarily the only case last
Thursday, October 14th, at the
opening of the play Dracula, at
the Old Town Opera House.
Overall, the production
displayed both quality acting
and directing. It was the script
which was at times confusing to
the audience. Some of the lines
which were originally meant to
be very serious and dramatic
tended to have a different effect
on the modern day audience.
The viewers often found such
lines to be rather comical and a
laughing audience is generally Mike Fowlkes
not expected for a play like Senior
DRACULA.
Yearbook/Business
The audience also seemed a "The most beautiful women in
bit confused as to how to view the world, Cheryl Tiegs, Jayne
the play as a whole. Some tried Kennedy and Farrah Fawcett
to take it as a serious drama, and the five best looking women
while others saw it in a at USD and they know who they
melodramatic light, complete are."
with booing and hissing for the
Count.

Steve Callaway
Junior
Accounting

I'd invite Olivia Newton-Jon,
100 lbs. of Hershey's chocolate,
and 100 lbs. of Skippy's chunky
peanut butter. We'd get
physical and make peanut but
ter cups.
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Science and Health

Death Of A Nosebleed

Effective Cures To End The Trauma
b> Jessica Watson
It has happened to all of us at
one time or another. After an
unexpected encounter between
nose and tennis ball, an attack
of allergies or a cold with the
resulting overdose of noseblowing or when the humidity
has dropped below average, the
nosebleed strikes. Everyone al
ways has an instant remedy to
end the trauma but whether or
not the remedies are successful
and/or safe is debatable. The
most common ways to kill a
nosebleed are often the methods
forgotten by the majority of
people when confronted by a
spontaneous burst of blood
from the nostrils.

In order to better understand
the rapid cures of nosebleeds, it
is first necessary to understand
the origination of a nosebleed.
Nosebleeds arise from broken
blood vessels in the exterior part
of the nose. Regardless of the
cause, nosebleeds will usually
stop of their own accord and
with less blood lost than the ob
server might think. To hasten
the end of a nosebleed use the
following simple steps:
1) Sit upright in a chair with
head held forward
2) Grip between the thumb
and forefinger, the entire soft
part of the nose. Press the
nostrils together with firm but

gentle pressure. The pressure
should be continuous for five
minutes. (Important: Watch the
clock!)
3) After five minutes, release
the nostrils. In order to prevent
the nosebleed from restarting,
discontinue snuffing or blowing
for as long as possible.
If the nosebleed does re
occur, repeat the preceeding
steps for another five minutes.
If the bleeding does not stop, lie
down for a moment and tilt
your head back. Administer de
congestant nose drops contain
ing neosynephrine or ephedrine.
Follow the above steps again.
Along with the surefire

methods for stopping nose
bleeds, there are a few don'ts
that are just as important for
preventing the re-occurence of
the nosebleeds.
1) Don't pack the nostrils
with gauze, cotton, Kleenex or
bathroom tissue. This could
keep the broken vessels open
and increase the blood flow.
2) Don't lie down except if,
as stated above, it is necessary
to administer decongestant
drops.
As with any other injury, if a
nosebleed becomes unmanage
able or the blood flow increases,
it is important to seek medical
help immediately.

IBP

Information
Night
The San Diego Chapter of the
National Foundation for Ileitis
and Colitis will hold its second
educational meeting on
Wednesday, October 27th, 7:30
PM at the UCSD Medical
School, Basic Science Building,
Garren Auditorium.
Discussion will include Medi
cal and Nutritional Treatments
of Inflammatory Bowel
Disease. Presentation will be
given by Dr. Drew Kelts, Assist
ant Professor of Pediatrics
Chief, Division of Gastroenter
ology and Nutrition, UCSD.
Dr. Kelts specializes in 1BD as it
relates to nutrition and growth
failure in children.

Science
Update
Senior Science
Seminars
are being presented
throughout the
semester.
Get a jump on
what's new in
science by
attending one!
For more info
See Biology Bulletin
Board!!!

SPRING SEMESTER:
SPECIAL COURSES
Ed 01

Learning Development (2)Dr. Foster Th 11:15-1:10 DeSales 209.
This course is designed to help students increase their knowledge of
learning theory and how this applies to the development of effective
learning skills.

Ed 10

Stress Management (2) Dr. Hunsaker T-Th 1:20-2:20 DeSales 209.
This course will help students, through group and individual instruc
tion, achieve a positive learning and living experience within the
academic environment.

Ed 11

Career Life Planning (2) Dr. Zgliczynski T 11:15-1:10 DeSales 209.
This course is designed to help students explore and decide career
choices. Techniques for estimating personal and social skills, for ex
amining values and attitudes, and for designing an effective job search
will be provided.

Biology 5

Physiology of Exercise (3) Staff T-Th 9:40-11:05. The effects of ex
ercise on the body systems and kinesiological application of
anatomical information. Two hours of lecture, one hour of demonstra
tion weekly. Prerequisite: Bio. 4 or equivalent. This course does not
satisfy general education requirements.

P.E. 128

Prevention and Care in Accidents and Injuries (3) Carolyn Ryback,
Athletic Trainer T-Th 8:00-9:20 Gym. The prevention, diagnosis and
treatment of athletic injuries and other health emergencies. Car
diopulmonary resucitation is taught. Applicable to physical education
minor.

EDUCATIONAL
• CENTER

> TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 193t
Visit Any Center
And See For Yourself
Why We Make The Difference
Call Days, Eves & Weekends

2 ISO Garnet
279-6810
For Information About
Other Centers In More Than
105 Major US Cities A Abroad
Outside N Y. State

CALL TOLL FREE

800-223-1782
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Science and Health

Blood Deposits

Keeping Up With Health:

The Loss Of Calories

by Jessica Watson
People are surging to join the
new fitness craze and adding ex
ercise regimens to supplement
their calorie counting diets.
However, not many people
realize how many calories cor
respond to a pound or what
exercise does the most work
fighting the battle of the bulge.
In order to keep USD up-todate, here is a current list of ac
tivities and how many calories
are burned per minute of activi
ty(One pound is equivalent to
3,500 calories—Translated:
Work off 3,500 calories and

drop a pound!)

Power bu*i<£g.

rtflr shooting
Shufftrtward.

Mruing,
I & mm
calculating. etc.
Standing Moderate wort
Bartending
3.0 nun

Drmag

Packing
J k mm
unpacking small
objects
Painting.
4.1s ram
papcT hanging
Hoikingmoderate wort
3 0 mph
3 6. nun
Carrying
5.04/ nun
dishes, irays

kneeling doing
light work

woodworking
Pool, bowling,).4/•
canoeing. Fwbing,

Scrubbing.

3.5 mpb
Changing
tire
Standing or walking heavy arm wort
Lilting 4 carrying objects
»-44lb
5.4 mm
45441b
65441b
9 mm
I5-I00lb
Moving,
9 6 mm
Gen heavy
pushing desks.
labor
filing cabinets.

4.1. B

5.4/B

l.l'iiun

Archery.
4.4 n
cychag. golf
Tei berball
5 0B
Gardening.
Ji'n
lawn wort
Cross-country,7 .2/n
softbail or
baseball (tcamj,
square dancing
%AJn

7.V ana
10.2/nun

6 nun

heavy furniture
Leisure activates

Car driving,

Jun
J 24.* •

Cm

Motorcycling

Horseback ruhag
Table tennis

4X1

6 l). •
Fast cychag,
hiking
Water skuag

?/•
7.3/ai

Touch football. 9 6a

snow skiing
Swimming
9.4/nun
ll-4/i
crawl
backstroke
Swimming- 10.4 nun
Competitive
10.1/aua
breast stroke
cycling
Soccer, squash, 14.4.min
Competition
12 min
football
basketball, wrestling
(leam)
••These numbers refer to calories burned per nuaute
of activity.

On Nov.18ttiv
quitting
is a snap.
"I'm askin' every smoker to
quit for 24 hours on Nov. 18th.
And 111help you with my'Larry
Hagman Special Slop Smokln'
Wrist Snappin' Red Rubber
Band.' Get one free from your
American Cancer Society. You
might Just find that not smok
ing can be habit-forming ft

The Great
American
Smokeout
American Cancer Society
This space contributed as a public service

Sigma Pi Events Calendar

On Monday, November 1,
ihe San Diego Blood Bank will
be holding its semi-annual
blood drive. The drive is being
sponsored in conjunction with
the Office of Student Affairs
and the Biology Club. The drive
will take place in the Nursing
School, Room 106, during the
hours of 9-2 P.M.
Students, faculty, and staff
are all asked to contribute blood
at this time. During this drive,
the donor has the choice to
donate blood to be put towards
the USD Reserve Fund. Should
the need arise, any member of
the USD community would then
be able to draw on this fund.
Sign-ups may be done in ad
vance or on the same day one
wishes to give. Walk-in appoint
ments are welcome but it is pre
ferred that you sign up in ad
vance. Appointments can be
made for November I in front
of Serra Hall on October 26, 27,
and 28. Students will be avail
able to help schedule you and
also supply you with the neces
sary donor information.
There exists a number of
fallacies surrounding blooddrives that prevent people from
joining. One is that there is a
strong possibility of fainting.
This does happen, but the cases
are very few. It happens due to
the loss of glucose in one's
blood. However, the Blood
Bank will supply you with re
freshments that will raise the
glucose level back up.
Also, don't believe that you
will be forced to rest for a long
period of time after giving.
Physical activity demands a lot

of oxygen, therefore it is not
recommended right away.
When one gives blood, the body
loses red blood cells which carrymost of the oxygen. In most
cases, lying down for a short
while will solve the problem.
This varies from person to per
son though.
Remember, walk-up appoint
ments are welcome but try and
sign up on the specified days in
front of Serra. T-shirts from the
San Diego Blood Bank will be
given to everyone donating
blood.

Engineering
Alert

The rapid advances in tech
nology have created a new de
mand in the 80's for engineering
degrees. In terms of the job
market, engineering degrees are
becoming the career success
guarantee of the future and pro
viding worthy competition for
the MBA. In a report by Work
ing Women magazine (Nov.
1982) Fred Quivey, Asst. Dean
of the School of Engineering at
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) stated,
"You'll find engineers involved
in everything you touch, now
and in the future. Engineering
encompasses anything that is in
volved in mechanics, technol
ogy and problem solving."
The greatest demand is for fe
male engineering graduates.
Specifically those with a back
ground in electrical engineering.
It is estimated that 13% of the
engineering graduate popula
tion in 1982 will be female.

THE WORLD IS YOUR CAMPUS

Sigma Pi Presents:

HALLOWEEN BASH
Saturday Night

Oct. 30

8:30-2:00 AM
3 Bands - Costume Prizes
Including "THE PENETRATORS"

Slide Presentation
Thursday, Oct. 21
11:00 a.m.. Serra 304

All the beverages you can drink!
Tickets available at U.S.D. Bookstore
COCKTAILS

POOL

DARTS

<fbonneds

Sports Lounge

1310MORENA AT SEA WORLD
Weekly
Sponsor

•
PING PONG

GIANT TV

276-5637
VIDRO GAMES

AROUND THE WORLD: sails
Spring 1983 (January 26-May 6)
Port Everglades. Florida • Cadiz. Spain
Piraeus. Greece • Alexandria. Egypt
• Haifa. Israel • Bombay, India • Colombo.
Sri Ixmka • Manila. Philippines • Hong Kong
*Keelung. Taiwan • Kobe. Yokahama Japan
Sponsored by Ihe University of PlHdlHirjIt. Semester at Sea offer* students • superior
full semester academic program and supporting field experiences. This one semester
experience is available to qualified students from all accredited colleges and univer
sities.
More than 60 voyage related university courses. Faculty drawn from the University of
Pittsburgh and other leading universities, augmented by visiting area experts.
Optional tours, including special tours into the People's Republic of China, available.
Semester at Sea admits students without regard to color, race or creed. The S.S.
Universe is fully air-conditioned. IR.000 tons, registered in Liberia and built in
America.
For a free color brochure, write: Semester at Sea. UCIS. I niversity of Pittsburgh. Forbes
Quadrangle. Pittsburgh. PA 15260. or call toll free (SOO) K54-OI95 (in California rail
(714) 771-6590k
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San Diego/News
Candidate Speaks Freely
by Tim Durnin
In the serenity of Balboa
Park, Lucy Killea, local candi
date for assembly, spoke can
didly about her political phil
osophies, personal outlook and
stands on several key issues fac
ing todays political leaders.
Mrs. Killea's outlook is sur
prisingly optomistic, a welcome
change from the "cold hard
fact" motto of this campaign.
She looks to the future of San
Diego and California with a
great deal of hope. Her stand on
issues regarding minorities, stu
dents and the poor, show a
genuine interest in the area of
greatest need.
Among the issues addressed
in the course of the interview
were abortion, childcare, and
the cost of higher education.
Her stand on abortion is one of

Jack Kemp speaks out in Orange County. Photo by S.

O'Hearn.

Kemp Speaks On
Solutions, Outlook
dent Reagan we had an enor
by John Manly
"Throughout its history, the mous drop in the inflation rate
Democratic party has wanted to and our interest rates have gone
redistribute wealth while the down considerably. The latest
Republican party has tried to prime rate of 12% has been
allow wealth to remain with the predicted by the O.M.B. to in
public sector." The previous duce over one million sales of
quote was made by Con homes and over half of those
gressman Jack Kemp of New new. This, Kemp said, "should
York at a Monday news con have a considerable effect on
ference in Orange County. the unemployment situation."
The press was particularly
Kemp is one of the most prominant conservative G.O.P. curious about Kemp's opposi
leaders in the country. He co- tion to President Reagan's tax
authored the Kemp-Roth tax increase which Kemp claims
cut bill passed by Congress. He raised the cost of savings,
also was the main opponent to doubled the tax on business and
President Reagan's tax increase took a huge one hundred billion
earlier this year. He has been dollars out of the economy in a
mentioned as a presidential can liquidity crisis.
Kemp said the solution to our
didate in either 1984 or 1988
depending on whether the Presi economic problem is full
dent runs for re-election or not. employment which will aid in
Kemp graduated from Ox- achieving a balanced budget.
idental College in 1957 and went Also he favors cutting tax rates
on to a distinguished career in further to give the private sector
the National football League as more investment capital. Kemp
a quarterback for the San Diego lashed out at Federal Reserve
Chargers and the Buffalo Bills. Board chairman Paul Volker's
He ran for Congress in 1968 in money policies saying, "Volker
New York's thirty eighth is holding Reaganomics
district which is in Buffalo. The hostage."
Jack Kemp has a unique and
district is heavily democratic
and has a great number of positive outlook on our coun
minority voters. This is ex try. He believes the present
tremely unusual seeing that crisis is "a struggle for the soul
Kemp is a conservative of our nation". Kemp's speak
ing style and actions are very
Republican.
Kemp's remarks were aimed similar to those of John Ken
for the most part at the present nedy. It is my hope that he will
economic situation and how someday speak on the same in"supply side" theory in action nagural platform that Kennedy
has benefited our economy. He spoke on, so that we can once
pointed out that under Presi- again make our country great.

"pro-choice." She explained
she does not feel she has the
right to control another persons
body. Personally as a Catholic
she stands opposed to abortion.
When questioned about
childcare she expressed an
urgent need for a comprehen
sive program but sighted fiscal
shortages as a major obstacle.
She felt it should probably be
come the responsibility of the
employer and non-profit organ
izations.
In addressing the cost of edu
cation, specifically private, she
said, "Any additional aid
should go directly to the stu
dents, not the school." She dis
cussed the possibility of a State
Student Loan Program. She
was very sympathetic to the
problems currently facing stu
dents, but was also cautious

SDG&E Rates Spark
Consumer Interest
It may cost USD more to
heat up a room this winter. San
Diego Gas & Electric is raising
its rates for utility services.
Many consumers are protesting
against the increase, among
them is a professor at USD's
Law School.
Attorney Bob Fellmeth has
filed a complaint to SDG&E.
According to Fellmeth, the
complaint also suggests that a
council called Utilities Con
sumer Action Network (UCAN)
be initiated. The council would
represent rate payers' interests,
i.e. opposing rate increases and
taking a position in energy mat
ters.
At present, SDG&E sends let
ters out to customers at 17c per
ounce. Fellmeth pointed out
that only two-thirds of an ounce
was used in each letter. He pro
poses that excess space in
envelopes contain information
on the proposed council.
Each rate-payer would pay
four dollars to support a council
that represents their interests to
the Public Utilities Commis
sion. Fellmeth said with the
money contributed by con
sumers, such a council would be
self-creating. People supporting
the council would select a board
of directors for the council.
Fellmeth admitted some con
sumers may get a "free ride" by
representation and not paying
the fee, but was confident most
would contribute. "Compared
to a bill of about $130 a month,
1 think most people can pay the
four dollars," he said.
Fellmeth hopes a budget between
100,000-150,000 can be raised for
UCAN. He believes San Diego
could have "a very viable

organization" with such fun
ding. He pointed out that
Wisconsin has a council similar
to UCAN. However, the
Wisconsin council has a
$250,000 budget. He added,
"We had the idea before
Wisconsin but they have put it
into effect before us."
Fellmeth's suggestion for a
council has been tried before the
Public Utilities Commission
and before Municipal Court
judge Allison Caljan. A deci
sion has not been made by the
Commission.
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when giving any promises.
On a more personal level she
has some keen insight into a
successful career and life. She
states, "It is important to go far
beyond the job necessary. It will
bring you to something else and
offer new opportunities." She
went on to explain "It is very
important to expand your hori
zons. Don't sit back and wait
for something to happen." Her
own experience exemplifies this
philosophy. After moving to
Mexico with her husbands
work, she was led to a job, her
political growth has followed
much the same pattern.
She warns against students
becoming to specialized, and
emphasizes the need to keep an
open mind. "That is the best
way to take advantage of the
opportunities that do arise."
Again, her personal success ex
emplifies this.
Mrs. Killea is an alumni of
the University of San Diego
Masters Program, and looks
back on her time here as a "very
good experience." She went on
to receive her Ph.D from
UCSD. She has served on num
erous community boards and
committees, and her record of
public service is very impressive.
She proved to be very warm and
congenial and while she has
been very busy and involved she
has had the time to raise two
sons and is very athletically in
clined. She does a great deal of
running in Balboa Park and has
set several AAU records.
Win or lose Mrs. Killea's impact
will certainly be felt.

The ultimate in hair cutting, offering the best quality and prices you can think of!!!
PERM (Body, Soft, Curly)
WOMEN (Cut A Cond. Included)
MEN (Cut A Cond Incl.)
COND TREATMENT
PRECISION CUT A STYLE (Blow Dry or Set)
WOMEN (Shampoo & Cond Incl.)
MEN (Shampoo & Cond. Incl.)
FROSTING OR STEAKING
BLEACH TOUCH UP
EUROPEAN COLOR
CELLOPHANE & HENNA
SETS
FACIALS (Aida Grey Skin Care)
MAKE UP (Professional)
^ INDIVIDUAL LASHES
MANICURE (Women A Men)
PEDICURE (Women A Men)
WAXING (Full Body)
(Leg Wax)
(Lip A Eyebrow)
(Bikini Wax)
SCULPTURED NAILS
FILLS
WRAPS A REPAIRS
HAND PAINTED NAIL DESIGN (PER NAIL)
BODY WRAP
SPOT WRAPPING
MASSAGE (Full Body)
EXTRA SPECIALIZED SERVICES
JHERI-CALIF. CURL(Cut A Cond Incl.)
PERM-RELAXER TOUCH UP
# + COUPON * *

L

Expires 10/28/82

Reg
48.00
4200
10.00

First
Visit
35.00
30.00
600

1800
14.00
40 00
30 00
20 00
30.00
8.50
20 00
15.00
15.00
800
15.00
60.00
35.00
1200
20.00
4500
20.00
1500
200
40.00
14.00
30 00

1400
10.00
25.00
20.00
14.00
15.00
6.50
15.00
1000
10.00
5.00
10.00
40.00
25 00
7.00
1300
32.50
15.00
1200
1.00
28.00
10.00
20 00

50 00
35 00

40.00
20 00
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Escape To Presidio Park

by Rosi Cordoba
To take a break from books
and busy schedules, there is a
place, not too far from USD,
which can help you relax and
clear your mind. Off Morena
Blvd., on Taylor Street, a native
street sign, typical of Old San
Diego, points to Presidio
Park—a hilltop of weeping
willows, palms, extensive lawns
and flowers.
The winding road which leads
to the top is immaculately kept
up and yet suggests a natural
setting. Mission bells, and an
impressive statue of a native In
dian, line either side, giving an
authentic feel for a time long
past.
The first
stop is a creme
Spanish-style building which
can be seen from USD and sur
rounding streets. This is the
Serra Museum, the principal
point of Presidio Park. It holds
exhibits and artifacts of San
Diego's heritage, and has been a
historical landmark for over 50
years. An iron plaque framed
with scalloped conch shells ex
plains the purpose of the
museum. It was dedicated in
1929 to Father Junipero Serra,
the Fransiscan priest who

founded the first of the 21 Cali
fornia missions. The museum is
a gift that George White
Marston gave to the people of
San Diego. After donating the
park and the museum to the ci
ty, Marston continued to work
actively with the park until his
death in 1946 at the age of 96.
The Junipero Serra museum
is maintained by the San Diego
Historical Society through city
funds. This society is also re
sponsible for starting excava
tion projects in Presidio. Photo
graphs of the excavations as
well as samples of the findings
are located in glass covered
cases inside the museum. Also
included are artifacts for hunt
ing, fishing, and digging used
by the mission Indians, and a
collection of antique Spanish
furniture.
The museum also serves as an
aid to research. The San Diego
Historical Society Research ar
chives are available at low rates
to students. They are financed
by society memberships, dona
tions, and other earned income.
There are other points of his
torical interest in Presidio Park.
Fort Stockton, the second forti-

Ineffective State Legislature
by Laura Stanley
Confusion and controversy is
once again enveloping the prop
ositions on the November
ballot. The profusion of propo
sitions that will swamp Cali
fornia voters at the polls in the
upcoming election is more of an
indictment of the ineffective
ness of the state legislature than
a conspiracy of leftist environ
mentalists, a common charge in
this years campaign. True, four
of the propositions (the initia
tives on nuclear freeze, gun con
trol, water reform and the bot
tle bill) are some of the basic
tenents of these elements; never
theless they are all products of
strong grass roots support. Ini
tiatives such as these which died
in Sacramento are now getting a
second lease on life. However,
the same lobbies that poisoned
their chances in the committees
and the floor of the California
legislature, are now pouring
millions of dollars in a media
campaign whose effect on the
success of these propositions is
like that of Tylenol extra
strength. It is a headache that
all voters have to bear as they
turn to their TV sets and try to
tune out political ads depicting
confused citizens and experts intermitantly warning of increas
ed bureaucracy, raised taxes, in

effectiveness unfairness and all
the tenents of a spacious and
successful political campaign.
Proponents of these bills have
not the financial resources to
fight this media war and are
overcome by the cries of Californians (a.k.a. wealthy polit
ical action committees, PAC's)
for fair play, decency and the
American way.
An example of some of the
forces at work in this controver
sial initiative process are found
in Proposition 11, the bottle bill
which has itself been bottled up
in the state legislature since
1975. The bill would require a 5'
deposit on all beer and soft
drink containers, including cans
and bottles, sold in the state of
California. In theory, the
deposit would encourage con
sumers to pad their pockets with
the return of the empty contain
ers instead of leaving them be
hind on California's beaches,
parks and highways. This is not
a new concept for similar ver
sions of the proposed law have
been in effect in nine states in
cluding New York, Michigan
and Oregon which have claimed
some success. Here in Cali
fornia, polls over the past years
have shown broad support for
the passage of such a law .

fication within the park, was
built during the war with Mex
ico. It includes memorials to the
Morman Battalion and to the
women of the Battalion. Serra
Cross, made of floor tiles
gathered within the Presidio,
was erected by the Order of

Panama on Father Serra's 200th
birthday. "The Padre and the
Indian," which portray Califor
nia's early history, were
donated by newspaperman E.
W. Scripps.
Whether you are interested in
the history of San Diego, or just

simply want to get away to the
lawns of the park, Presidio is
worth visiting. You can take
pictures of the view, which ex
tends out to the ocean, spend a
day Bar-BQ-ing, or just lay
back and use your imagina
tion. ..

Prop. 13

Controlling the Flow
by Bonnie Bennet
Proposition 13, the water ini
tiative, at this point is not one
of the more exciting initiatives
on the ballot, but it is one of
which the public is directly af
fected.
60% of California's water
comes from surface water
(lakes, rivers, and streams),
while the remaining 40% is
pumped in from wells in
groundwater basins. Ground
water basins can be found
throughout the state. Major
water supplies are located in
Central Valley and in Southern
California. The most populated
areas, and agricultural com
munities, require massive
amounts of water, and since
most of these areas lack their
own water source, water must
be transported to these areas to
meet everyday needs.
Prop. 13 proposes more con
trol on the transportation of
water, it means agencies directly
involved in the transporting

water will, by 1985, have to
come up with conservation
plans and submit them to the
State Water Resources Contol
Board. The plans must have al
ternatives to conserving water,
through waste water reclaimation and interbasin transfers,
and it must compare costs to
other water transport plans. If a
more appropriate plan is found
it must be put into action im
mediately before anymore water
is brought in.
Those who favor prop." 13
consider it essential to what they
consider "wasteful and ineffi
cient" use of the water system.
Claiming that if water flow is
controlled, communities and
water districts won't be so quick
to abuse the water they have
coming in, and that they will
have to draft water plans which
will help keep better tabs on
their activities.
Opponents claim that water
rates and food costs will sky
rocket, and that there will be

Black's Beach

hidden costs to the taxpayer. A
new 360-million dollar dam
won't be fully utilized because
of restrictions, unemployment
will worsen throughout Califor
nia.
San Diego has a definite stake
in prop. 13. If it is passed, San
Diego could lose a substantial
amount of water. Los Angeles
gets 80% of its water from the
Owens Valley supply. If L.A.
loses any of its water from the
valley, it will have to be made
up with Metropolitan Water
District supplies which currently
gives San Diego the most water.
Infact, San Diego is receiving
more than it should be.
Although San Diego water
officials don't agree with the
new power the state Water Re
sources Control Board would
have over local water decisions,
they do agree that there is a
need for water conservation.
The problem is finding a solu
tion that both sides can agree
upon.

Continued from page 1

shouted kind words and cheered lack of toilet facilities at the
her on. You couldn't help feel beach." Others simply felt
ing a kinship with those who nudity was immoral and
had risked the same journey.
degenerative. On the other
I turned back to the ocean, hand, there were those who felt
unwinding in the warm, com Blacks was a success and were
fortable sun and cool breeze. It proposing opening other
was the perfect combination, beaches to swim-suit optional.
not too hot, not too cold. I peel
About 4-5 years ago, after
ed off my shirt and shorts and much controversy and debate,
sat back to relax.
the issue came up to vote and
I'm not sure what I expected, swim-suit option lost. Accor
but I was pleasantly surprised ding to the law, nudity is now
by a typical Southern California forbidden at Blacks Beach, or at
beach scene. Since the San any public beaches in San
Diego City Council had passed Diego.
the Blacks Beach area as legally
However, looking around
swim-suit optional back in me, it was easy to see that the
1974, the La Jolla Town Coun law is blatantly ignored. If
cil had continuously urged them anything, the controversy and
to reconsider the ruling. The wide exposure from the media
local residents felt nudity at gained noteriety and popularity
Blacks was not only a nuisance for Blacks Beach. I saw no signs
to themselves and their proper of attempts to enforce the law,
ty, but also wanted it banned and obviously Blacks' patrons
because of, "health hazards, held no such fears.
destruction of property,
But, as I said before, I saw no
criminal and drug activity and degeneracy or immorality—all

around me was typical beach ac
tivity. Down by the water, a
couple of guys were tossing a
frisbee back and forth. Beyond
them, a young girl of about
eight and a little boy about five
giggled and splashed in the
waves while their parents look
ed on. They were literally the
"picture of innocence" com
pletely unaware of their nudity.
"Swim-suit optional" meant
exactly that. In varying degrees,
there were those who chose to
expose it all and those who
didn't. And of course, everyone
showed varying degrees of suntan and sunburn on various
parts of their body! One older
man, with graying hairs on his
chest and a protruding paunch,
strolled past. He wore a sea cap
tain's cap on his head, and
black ankle socks and sneakers
on his feet, the rest of him was
entirely in the buff.
As I always do at the beach, I
Continued on Page 16
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Senior Citizens Outreach
Weekend Scheduled
Associated Student Body
community services have
organized a Senior Citizens
Outreach Program on the
weekend of Nov. 6 and 7.
USD students have the op
portunity to help the elderly of
San Diego by visiting their
homes and performing various
odd jobs, window washing,
mowing lawns, moving heavy
objects, scrubbing a floor, pain
ting a fence, collecting old
newspapers, and so on. The
home owners will supply the
tools and the students will supp
ly the labor.
Organizing the project, Meg/
Heidrick, director of Communi
ty Services says "USD's par

ticipation in this project will be
a great experience for students
and a w ay for us to enhance our
relationship with the elderly
community of San Diego."
This project is being organiz
ed in conjunction with the of
fice of San Diego's Senior
Citizens Service director Evelyn
Herrmann. Herrmann will
organize senior citizen sign ups
and match student's skills with
the appropriate jobs.
"These people are so thrilled
and pleased to know young
students are willing to help
them. For college students in
this type of atmosphere to reaquaint students with the elderly.
It will be enriching as well as

rewarding for the student," said
Heidrick.
Students may sign up in
A.S.B. office or in Sr. Tim's of
fice in the basement of Serra
Hall. Students may sign up for
one or both days from 11 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Those volunteers who
are able to drive are encouraged
to do so during the Outreach
Weekend. A car of 2-5 students
will visit each home.
Volunteers will meet in the
Student Union at 10:30 on the
days they have signed up to
work.
There will be a barbeque for
those students who volunteer
for Outreach weekend on Sun
day evening.

Selecting Team For
Business Policy Games
After sweeping the Grand
Championship in last year's
competition, Dr. Gary Whitney
announced that the School of
Business will field two teams inthe 1983 International Col
legiate Business Policy Games.
In addition to an undergraduate
team, a team of MBA students
will be selected for the competi
tion.
Four seniors and two juniors
will be chosen for the
undergraduate team. Four or
five MBA students will be
selected.

Job
Opportunities

The Student Employment
Center, Serra 320, has part-time
jobs available for you. A few of
our current openings are listed
below.
530—Receptionist needed near
Sports Arena on M-F,
7:30-12:00, 4.50/hour to start.
Some office experience required.
529—Clerical work available
M-F,
10-2 at small micro
computer peripheral manufac
turer, 3.50-4.00/hour depen
ding on experience.
1526—Deli Worker needed in
Mission Valley, 2 shifts
available—Sat., Sun. 9:30-4:30,
M-F 11:45-1:30, 3.35/hour.
1823—Teacher's Aide needed
for 5th grade class in Mission
Hills Catholic School for 8.5
hours per week, 4.50/hour.
2168—Sales person needed in
Seaport Village in soap and
bath accessory shop T-F
3:30-9:00. Sat. 10-4, 3.35/hour
to start.
2531—Pool Attendant needed
for nearby hotel on the
weekends, 15-20 hours per
week, 3.35/hour. Employer
prefers knowledge of advanced
lifesaving and CPR.

The selection process will
begin with applications, follow
ed by personal interviews, and
finally assessment sessions for
the finalists in November."Due
to the superlative performance
of USD's team last year, a large
number of applicants is ex
pected this year," said Dr.
Whitney. "It is a tremendous
amount of work but all the team
members rated it as one of the
high points of their college ex
perience," he continued.
"The Reno competition pro
vided an excellent opportunity
to apply and test the fundamen
tals of individual classes in the
business core and watch them
work in a real world situation,"
commented Keith Mullin,
Senior, Business Administra
tion and member of last year's
team, "the challenge of the
competition proved to be most

enjoyable for me. Making a
team decision and then waiting
for the results definitely gets my
adrenaline going!"
Dave Rogers, a stockbroker
with Rausher, Pierce, Refsnes,
Inc. of San Diego will again
coach the teams. Dave said,
"This simulation is the best
preparation for a business
career a student can have and 1
am anxious to contribute my
time and energy to develop a
keen competitive group."
The competition starts on Fri
day, February 4 and culminates
when the teams all meet in
Reno, Nevada on April 6
through 8 for the final ten deci
sions and the awards banquet.
Applications may be obtained
in trailer B of the business
school. They must be returned
by Friday, November 12.

Pro-Life Meetings
1 can hear a lot of you
already! "Oh no, I hope they
don't get fanatic on us and start
to picket abortion clinics!"
Although, this may come into
mind when one thinks of ProLife organizations, the Pro-Life
Club here at U.S.D. does not
follow that pattern.
The Pro-Life Club has many
aspirations for the schoolyear.
We hope to hold a candlelight
service for the souls of the un
born as well as for the women
who are faced with a very dif
ficult decision.
We plan to hold fun-raisers to
make money for the pregnancy
homes in the San Diego area.
We also hope to train on the
Pregnancy Hot Line.
We also want to go to high

schools and grade schools in our
area and inform them about
problem pregnancies and the
alternatives.
Every year there is a state
wide rally for Pro-Life. This
year it is being held in Los
Angeles. We are planning to
attend.
The meetings are scheduled
for every other Tuesday at 11:45
am in Founders 119. If this time
is bad for you and yet you still
want to get involved call me,
Katie Kearney, at 296-2809 any
time after 3:00 pm.
Every human life deserves
protection. There are a total of
over one and a half million
abortions a year. These women
and children need our help. I
hope to see you Tuesday.

Manes Joins
Biology Department
One reason why many
students prefer USD is because
of its small size. While peers at
other campuses may be cramm
ing into crowded lecture halls
for a class, USD's average class
size is around 20-30.
The same
reason
of
favoritism could also apply to
teachers. Professor Manes said
he liked USD because of "the
atmosphere, students and the
relatively small class size so that
teachers and students can get to
know each other."
Cole Manes is an Associate
professor of the Biology
Department and new faculty
member to USD. Manes is tak
ing Dr. Carol Baker's position
in the Biology Department.
Baker is currently serving as the
Associate Dean of College Arts
and Sciences.
At USD, Manes teaches Em
bryology and Topiss in
Humanity, otherwise known as
BIO 4, a general education
class. He previously taught at

What are you
doing for

Intersession

'83?

See Spain
and North Africa;
Madrid, Seville,
Fez, Marrakech
and others.
January 4—8, 1983
Call Dr. Via, or
Laurie at
293-7980

the University of Colorado's
Medical School. In 1977, he
came to San Diego to join a
research group, after quitting
his position in Colorado. Manes
said he is prompted by a desire
to teach again after a period of
five years.
According to Manes, USD
students are very bright and
motivated in Biology. Asked
whether he was a hard teacher,
Manes replied that students
would have to be the judge on
that. He also said he doesn't
like to give out too much
homework, just reasonable
amounts.
Manes graduated from Stan
ford University with a medical
degree. He later received a
Ph.D. in biology from the
University of Colorado. Other
interests include a membership
to the Society of Developmental
Biology.

Classifieds
Part time employee wanted to
put up posters on campus now
and during 1982-83. 2-10
hours/month, $4.50/hr. Send
name, address, phone #, class
yr., etc. to Mr. Fenton, 152
Temple St., #701, New Haven,
CT 06510
Halloween Costumes
Be creative make up your own
costume
at
"Thrift
Village." —Old clothing,
military clothing, wigs, hats,
etc...
Personal
Pregnant? Troubled? Explore
the alternatives to abortion.
Free professional counseling
and services available. San
Diego Pro-Life Leaue 24 hour
Hotline. 583-5433.
Professional Typing. Low cost,
fast service. Call 565-0891.
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Budweiser
K I N G

O F

FOR ALL YOU DO... THIS

B E E R S "

BUD® PAGE IS FOR YOU.
USD Open Dept.

It's a Dirty Job Dept.

Drinking, er... Thinking Overtime
With no undefeated teams
left in Co-Rec Softball, the
I.M.B.D.A. was forced to work
into the wee hours of the morn
ing to put together the midseason top five. Although there
was some disagreement of the
time, it was almost 2:00 a.m.
(you know what that means),
and the Association decided to
publish the following results for
the week ending October 15th.
First place votes are in paren
thesis.
1. Chutzpuh (5)
The team with the most overpublicized male athletes in the
I.M. program actually relies on
its women to make it go. Carol
Holmes, Michelle Steger, Jean
Grech, Jeanne Schell, Dee
Moore, Marty Glenn, and Erin
Pronty have led the H1 team to a
3-1 record. Chutzpah's only loss
came when captain, Rick Hagan
decided to put an extra man in
the field during the sixth inning
of a 3-2 loss. This move enabled
the Bushwackers to score the ty
ing and winning runs. Special
accomodation should, however,

be given to Doug Majesk.
Doug's prodigous hitting has
made him the only player in
1.M. Softball whose batting
average actually exceeds his
fielding
percentage.
2. Fubar (2)
Brett Campbell's team
opened the season with a
4-1 loss to Pacific Fleet, but
have been near flawless
since. Chris Mahn has been
the hitting star so far. it
was his grandslam that
keyed a 6 run 6th inning
rally which gave Fubar an
8-5 victory over the
Bushwackers and the HI
spot in this week's rankings.
3. Dodgers (2)
The last of the undefeated
teams came crashing to
earth last Wednesday. Final
score: Dodgers - 2, Chutz
pah - 9. Even with this
defeat, Mike Still's team is
well deserving of the #3
spot. A 12-3 victory over
Pacific Fleet in addition to
the always consistant hitting
of Pat Wakeman and Jen

nifer Soriano have stamped
this freshman team a solid
threat to the other
"veteran" contenders.
4. Pacific Fleet (I)
The Budman still stubbornly
sticks to his prediction that
Mark Yaffee's team will win
it all. Victories over Fubar,
San Rafael, and Creme de
la Creme support his posi
tion. Their showing against
the Dodgers tells us what we
already knew. The Budman
doesn't have both oars in
the water.
5. Creme de la Creme
The "Creme" is only 2-2,
but what would a top five
be without Mike Fowlkes'
team? It would probably be
more accurate.

Coming Up Dept.

Team of the
week is...
Screamers
This is a story of
perserverance and steady im
provement. In early September,
Gabe Chave organized an in
tramural men's softball team.
What he forgot to do was supp
ly his team with directions to the
field. By the time the Screamers
were ready to play their first
game, it was already the third
inning of their second game.
Undaunted, the players all
bought school maps and were
ready for their next game. They
would have been better off stay
ing home because the Jim Kern
Ail-Americans delivered them a
16-0 thrashing in week three.
Still, victory H\ was not far
away and the Nads were 9-5 vic
tims the following week. The
best was yet to come. A 10-1
victory over MBA did not signal
that the Screamers are going to
be a threat for the champion
ship. It did not even earn them a
berth in the top five, however,
Gabe Chave's team will no
longer be found in the bottom
five and for that, they have
earned the honor of intramural
team of the week.
This week's top five has an
old familiar look to it. For the
record, here it is with team
records in parenthesis:
1. Pilate's Revenge
(4-0)
2. Rear Deliveries
(4-0)
3. Free Agents
(4-0)
4. Jim Kern All-Americans (3-1)
5. All Dead Team
(3-2)

I.M. Tennis Tourney
Last Saturday saw the second its final day on the following
Saturday of the I.M. Team ten Saturday, October 30th. At
nis tournament. At 10:00 a.m. 10:00 a.m. that day, George
George Mallinckrodt's met Lyn Mallinckrodt's team will play
Rossi's team. George's team against Mike Davis' team.
played well and consistantly. Mike's team has not been
George's team won every challenged yet in this tourna
match, 4-1, with the exception ment due to their first-day op
of one match, 4-0. The teams' ponents' forfeit. We will be
total scores were George: 24, looking forward to seeing
Lyn: 5.
Mike's team compete against
The following 11:00 a.m. George's seasoned competitors.
match
between
Maria At 11:00 a.m. Lyn Rossi's team
Brightbill's team and Kathleen will meet Maria Brightbill's
Hines' team was won by team. The winner of the 11:00
Maria's team due to a member j a.m. match will play the loser of
of Kathleen's team not showing the Mallinckrodt vs. Davis
and, therefore, forcing them to match at 12 noon. The winner
forfeit. The 12 noon match of the 12 noon match will play
went to Lyn Rossi's team also against the winner of the
due to a forfeit by Dennis Mallinckrodt vs. Davis match
for the final championship
Jones' team earlier last week.
Next Saturday there will be match at 2:00 p.m. We're look
no matches due to Mid-Term ing forward to some more ex
break. The tournament will see citing tennis of the 30th.

Upcoming Events
I . M . Doubles & Mixed Doubles
Tennis Tournament
The Doubles & Mixed
Doubles Tennis tournament is
coming soon! The tournament
will be a one-day tournament
held Saturday, October 30th, at
the Sports Center Courts. There
will be the following divisions:
Mens/Womens Undergrad,
Mcns/Womens Grad, and
Mens/Womens Faculty/Staff.
The entry fee is $2.00 per team
and entries close Wednesday,
October 27th. Awards will be
either I.M. T-shirts or wind
breakers. Get your team
together and enter! It should be
fun!

I . M . Tricycle Race
The I.M. Tricycle Race is
coming! What is an I.M. tricy
cle race? Well, a tricycle is a
three-wheeled vehicle you can
buy or make, and on Sunday,
October 31st, the tricycles will
be raced. The race will be
through the center of campus
(course maps available at Sports
Center), and there will be the
following divisions: Mens,
Womens, and Faculty/Staff.
Entries close Wednesday, Oc
tober 27th. The entry fee is
$1.00. T-shirts will be given to
the top three in each division
and to the best tricycle. So get
creative and enter your own
purchased or home-made tricy
cle!

Co-Rec Football—You Bet!
At 4:00 p.m. last Saturday,
Crap de la Crap met the Space
Cadets. Both teams played well.
Crap de la Crap won 19-7. Their
power was generated by a
strong ability of Eileen Fox to
move the ball, and Jean
Corley's receiving and running
for the goal. John Melican
threw 4 scoring passes to Jean
Corley. The Space Cadets' high
scorer was Tom Rindt who in
tercepted a pass and ran for the
goal.
The 5:00 p.m. game was

forfeited by the 69ers who never
showed. The Fearless Chickens
were all there waiting. It was an
easy win for them.
The Space Cadets forfeited
their 6:00 p.m. game due to in
juries on their team at the 4:00
p.m. game. They were to play
the Facers.
The next day of the tourna
ment will be Sunday, October
31st, starting at 4:00 p.m.
Teams - check the schedule at
the Sports Center for your game
time!
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A country mile

Cross-Country Looking Strong
The USD Cross Country
teams are now in full gear after
a fine showing at the Biolalnvitational last weekend. Most
everyone on both the men's and
the women's teams ran their
best times of the season. Shawn
Delaney completed the hilly five
mile course in 26:55 and fin
ished 33rd against very stiff
competition. Rich Strobel cruis
ed in at 30:08 in a fine effort
and 66th place with Bob
Winters right on his tail in 30:30
and 67th. Rich is making great
strides this season surpassing
Bob as the number 2 runner on
the team. It's a credit to his ded
ication and hard-nosed attitude
since he's had to overcome an
early season injury. Andy
Smith, Tom Christ, and Joel
Chavez have a ways to go be
fore they are competitive, but
they all are making progress
each week.
Colleen Hardy led a strong
performance by the women at
Biola, running the hilly 5,000
meter course in 20:52. This was
the fastest time turned in by any
woman on the team this year
and was good enough for 56th
place among a large and strong
contingent of runners. Close be
hind Colleen was Ellen Hughes
in 21:30. This was Ellen's best

time this year and it is reassur
ing to see her work so hard de
spite being plagued with a nagg
ing knee injury. Through spec
ialized therapy and altered
workouts we've been able to
keep her running and progress
ing. When she's healthy again,
she'll be tough. Mentally she is
way ahead of the other girls.
Helen Vigil ran another fine
race and lowered her PR to
22:19. She is just beginning to
tap her potential and works
harder than anyone out there.
Cindy Zack ran 23:20 without
even warming up and has been
turning in steady performances
after coming out for the team
late in the season. Veronica
Oswald showed the greatest im
provement by trimming a full
minute and 25 seconds off her
best previous time. She ran
23:31 and our 5th runner this
week. Rachelle Smith also ran
her best time of the year fin
ishing on Veronica's heels in
23:32. Rachelle is capable of
much more and she's aware of
it. The coach is quite pleased
with her progress nonetheless.
Diana Kelly is the sleeper on the
team, cutting her time by a min
ute and 15 seconds. She ran
23:40 and soon will be breaking
into the Top 5.

Sweet Sets Record
Toreros Still Lose
University of San Diego felt
their third straight loss at the
hands of unbeaten LaVerne
College. Eric Sweet set a new
school record as he completed
23 passes for a total of 257
yards, but that just wasn't
enough as the final score show
ed: 20-14. The past pass com
pletion record was held by Steve
Loomis, his best being 21 in
1981.
The game was not a scoring
game until the fourth quarter
when two of Bob Lozzi's field
goals of 25 and 36 yards enabled
the Toreros to tie with LaVerne.
LaVerne countered with a
pass attack to regain the lead of
13-6. Never to quit, USD then
succeeded with a touchdown
vis-a-vis Sweet to McAlpin and
then a 2-point conversion,
(Sweet to Phil Spencer). The
Toreros were now ahead 14-13
with 6:07 remaining in the
game.
LaVerne then marched 80
yards down the field to score
one more time. The score was
20-14, with 3:17 left in the
game. No more scoring would
follow.
While this game was not a ri
diculously plagued with penal

ties as last week's against Whittier, USD still had it's share
with seven penalties for a total
loss of 48 yards. Besides setting
a new record, Sweet was inter
cepted three times.
This week the Toreros are
again on the road.

This Saturday USD is hosting
an Invitational meet down
along Mission Bay. The
women's race will be held en
tirely out on Fiesta Island. Star
ting time is 9:00 a.m. The men
begin in front of the Hilton on
Mission Bay Drive at 9:45 a.m.
The teams who will attend are
SDSU, US1U, UCSD and Pt.
Loma. The teams are looking
forward to some very fast times
as both courses are totally fiat.
They are currently accepting
volunteers to help with this
meet. If interested call Jim
O'Brien at 462-2479.

Soccer: USD
to Host
USIU
by Eileen Ward
The Toreros travelled to
UCLA to meet the Bruins in
Veterans Stadium on Wed.,
Oct. 13. The Bruins defeated
USD, 2-0. Coach Seamus
McFadden was pleased with the
performance of the Toreros.
"Regardless of the outcome,
the team played exceptionally
well. They concentrated on
passing the ball and did an ex
cellent job," offered McFad
den.
On Sat., Oct. 16, USD's Fer
nando Velazquez scored his first
goal of the season at Cal State
Long Beach. He was assisted by
Rich Valenzuela. CSLB out
played the Toreros and won,
2-0. The Toreros are 3-11-0
overall and 0-5-0 in conference
play.
After two defeats last week,
the Toreros will host USIU on
Wed., Oct. 27 for their final
game of the season. USIU is
8-4-1 overall.

USD Volleyball Drops
3 On the Road
by Eileen Ward
The USD Spikers fell to Cal
State Fullerton on Oct. 12,
(10-15, 13-15, 8-15), Loyola
Marymount on Oct. 15, (14-16,
3-15, 12-15) and UC Santa Bar
bara on Oct. 16, (5-15, 6-15,
6-15). Coach Martin felt, "All
three matches were very tough.
We played steady and strong
but made a few more mistakes
than our opponents. From here
on in, the matches will be de
cided by the team committing
the least number of errors; the
rest of our schedule is very even
ly matched."

In the Loyola match, sopho
more Cindy Wheat played
excellent defense along with
senior Liz Edwards. Junior Lori
Robarge experienced the best
match of the season against UC
Santa Barbara. Coach Martin
was impressed with sophomore
Marcia McEvers during the UC
Santa Barbara match. "She is
playing more aggressive now,
we will have to start focusing on
her in preparation for next sea
son," stated Martin.
The Toreros will travel to
Biola College on Sat., Oct. 23,
at 7:30.

Snow Skiers
The Athletic department is looking for someone to help
promote and innitiate the Southern California Associa
tion of College Ski Clubs here on campus. The snow ski
club at USD has been continued through the work of
various independent people in the past. We are in need
of someone to work with S.C.A.C.S.C. in order to sta
bilize the club. If you are interested, please contact Tim
Beaulieu in the ASB office.

ATTENTION: USD STUDENTS
• Tired of Cafeterias Food?
• Want a NEW TASTE?
— We are the one that you are
looking for, and we are close by.
— Come and try our GOOD, FAST
Chinese food at a LOW, LOW Price.

HONG KONG EXPRESS
Chinese Fast Food Restaurant
7530 Mesa College Drive,
571-9411
M-Sat. 11:00 a.m.—9:00 p.m.
Sun. 4:30—9:00 p.m.

COUPON

GRAND OPENING
Vz PRICE DEAL
on all delicious combination j
plates, as low as $1.38 with
this coupon.
EFFECTIVE THRU 10-28-82.
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The World
According To
A Rower

by Ed deMerlier & Ric Thomas
"The nature of the pro
gram has been growth,
I'm beginning to imple
ment things that 1 feel
are important like getting
athletes that are a little
bit sharper, who will
work hard, and not
necessarily recruiting a
body"
Steve Estes, Varsity Coach
In any sport that one may
participate in, there is an inten
sity that one will experience that
only sheer competition can br
ing out. In the sport of rowing,
that intensity is experienced
through hard work and dedica
tion that the athlete must main
tain and devote himself to in
order to excell. For this reason,
in no other sport, is practice
maintained throughout the
year. The athlete is out there to
win, and he knows that if he
does not train, very hard, he
will not win. Through this hard
work, the athlete learns that the
philosophy of the sport is ap
plicable in fullfillment of a bet
ter attitude towards goal
achievement in life.
Recently, we had the pleasure
of talking to the two Crew
coaches of USD. Varsity coach,
Steve Estes, and Freshman
coach Joe Flohr. Both of these
men have experienced this hard
work and have learned this
philosophy stemming from the
fact that both of them are
rowers. In the following inter
view, they were willing to share
with the Vista their philosophy
of the sport.
Vista: Since rowing is such a
physically demanding sport,

what do you feel motivates the
Freshman to join without any
prior experience or knowledge
of rowing? In other words, who
does it appeal to and why?
STEVE: Generally speaking,
they enjoy it. They do not like
the hours, they do not like the
stress, but I think that you can
honestly say that the day to day
interaction and the challenges
that they meet and conquer, are
rewarded extrinsically. They
will go fast and beat other crews
when they understand and in
tuitively why they are there.
That is why Harvard, Yale, and
Brown do so well. It is for the
most part due to the fact that
these men had to achieve before
they ever got into the highly
competitive schools that they
are in. And basically because
they understand the whole pro
cess of achieving.
JOE: A lot of the stuff that I see
at the Freshamn level is you get
the athlete that enjoys just being
an athlete. They like it because
when the boat goes great it's
beautiful and it's the best thing
ever. I also see at the freshman
level that they get locked into it
and they don't quite know how
to get out of it, so they stay with
it. For the pressure that their
peer's and I put on them, they
don't dare leave the sport. But I
see that only at the begining
stages, I think after that, it is
because they like it.
VISTA: In comparison to other
sports, would you say that row
ing is a more intensive sport?
STEVE: Basically, I believe that
any sport is as hard as you make
it. But what I've found is that it
is more difficult for the in

dividual to find why they are with no recognition and get the
rowing. Because it is harder to job done are intrinsic to both.
find, it is more appealing to the VISTA: What are both of your
student athlete that deals in attitudes toward the program,
rowing and coaching?
subtleties.
JOE: For instance, football and JOE: "Where technique fails,
rowing can be contrasted in this hard work prevails."
manner; you work really hard STEVE: Well, mine won't
hours in both sports, but in rhyme! The nature of the pro
football you get incredible gram has been growth, it started
amounts of recognition. From brand new in 1978. I was hired
the spectators point of view, because some rowers at the
you can see the entire field and aquatic center liked me...for no
event, but in rowing, you see other reason, that's pretty poor
very little of it. Football, the reason to hire a coach, but, one
athletes train very hard and thing led to another and 1 was
build themselves up and make put into situations, year after
themselves very strong and fit year each one a little different
but in the game, the athlete where I had to deal with dif
lends himself to the extraor ferent problems. I'm starting to
dinary opportunity for desstruc- get to the point where I'm see
tion and the incredible violence ing problems the second time
opens the opportunity for in around. I'm starting to imple
jury to yourself. In Crew, the ment things that I feel are im
biggest injury that you can get is portant like getting athletes who
torn up hands, so it is a much are a little bit sharper and not
more peaceful sport. Also, there necessarily recruiting a body. I
is really very little recognition have dealt with a lot of athletes
for it. The closest similarity that in the past and put up with a lot
exists between football and crew of trouble because these people
is between the offensive line, were in the sport for the wrong
who usually goes unrecognized. reasons, whatever they may be,
In fact most oarsmen who have they were not out there to per
played football have been of form, they were out there for
fensive lines-men. I don't know some form of gratification that
if that means anything, but to is not conducive to a team
me that would suggest that the
dicipline to be able to work hard

sport. Which is basically putting
the performance of the team in
front of your own personal
goals while you are performing
in that sport.
VISTA: Do you get any
pressure from the athletic
department to step up the pro
gram?
STEVE: No there is no
pressure. I think that the
University of San Diego is very
aware of their financial commit
tment to the program and
because of that they are very
realistic about the results they
expect.
VISTA: Do you feel that the
University of San Diego has
gotten good results for their in
vestment?
STEVE: For the amount of
money that USD has put into
the program they have gotten
excellent results. Each year we
have substantially improved
and that improvement has been
marked by a generous increase
in our budget, every year that
I've been here.
VISTA: Joe, how do you think
the present Freshman class will
fare against their competition
this year?
JOE: We'll beat State again.

USD Varsity Crew
Push For Recognition
by Ed deMerlier & Ric Thomas
The USD Varsity crew, in
their first race of the 82-83 Fall
season, lost to Mission Bay
Rowing Club in the Varsity 8
and Varsity 4 events.
Varsity Oarsman, Larry
Debellis, termed the race as be
ing "encouraging" and urged
his fellow rowers to keep up the
intensity during practice. "I
think that we can really beat
these guys if we practice real
hard", Larry was heard saying
after the loss.
One encouraging note that
Larry eagerly pointed out was

that the Mission Bay team was
made up of mostly former Na
tional Rowing Crew members,
and that, for the caliber of com
petition, the USD team fared
well.
Next week, USD crew faces
the undefeated U of South
Dakota Wombats. The Toreros
will face the wombats on
Ramona- Poway river, conve
niently located near Escondido.
Rooter buses will leave in front
of Serra hall at 4:30 A.M. Come
on out and cheer your Toreros
on to Victory!
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welcome to copies if they
want—and each person is
something new. I've even had
some of my work published."
He dug into his bag and pulled
out a few worn magazine pages.
Sure enough, there were pic
tures of him and his work in full
color!
"This is art to me," he told
me. "Not like some of the
others who come down and ask
for 'donations'. 1 do serious
work here, that's why I don't
like the crowds." After a pause
he added, "Of course everyone
has a different difmition of
what art is to them. Like 1 don't
consider painters like Matisse or
Picasso—you know them,
right?—I don't consider their
work Art."
Zaleb put the finishing
touches on Sandy, who by now
was getting very fidgety. He had
choosen to paint beautiful white
daisy-like flowers on her tan
body. He took several pictures
of his work, kissed her thankyou, and bade us farewell, tak
ing up his snapshots to find
another subject.
We headed back to pick up
our towels and prepare for the
ascent up. Back at the base of
the cliff, I watched the
preceding figures grow smaller
as they climbed upward. My
stomach jumped when 1 noticed

Black's Beach— Continued from page 11
sat back and enjoyed the
scenery and people watched, the
crowd was definitely an older
crowd, with very few high
school-aged kids. 1 marvelled at
the physical beauty of the place.
The cliffs rose straight-up from
the sand and gave the effect of
privacy and protection. Crank
ing our heads upwards to the
top, we watched the hanggliders with their rainbow kites
jump off and on the edge, dipp
ing and floating past in accor
dance with the wind.
Even the water was clear and
warm. The waves were big, but
gentle and broke smoothly.
1 was just beginning to
wonder about the body-painters
that 1 had heard so much about
w hen a man in his late 40's smil
ed and approached us. He ap
peared to be in excellent
physical condition, tan and lithe
and completely bare. He
squated down beside us and
asked if we'd like to get our
bodies painted. He showed us
snapshots of previous people he
had done.
His paintings conformed to
the body. There were some
ladies with vines of colorful
flowers climbing upward; some
had butterflys flying across the

front; one lady even had a
bright blue dragon, wings
outstretched, with his tail win
ding around the waist and ex
tending to her tail end. He ex
plained to us that the colors he
used were of acrylic paint and
could easily be w ashed off in the
ocean.
Sandy eagerly agreed to be
one of his subjects. We trudged
after him across the sand to the
base of the cliffs where a small
tent was made up of an um
brella with a sheet over it, and a
towel laid on the ground. He
said he preferred to do his pain
ting in seclusion. 1 saw a look of
doubt cross Sandy's face, but
just for a moment, just as it
passed through my mind and
left. His manner was so calm
and casual, that we trusted him.
And once he had started, he
bluntly discouraged the curious
from watching.
However, few feet away,
another man had set up a tent
and a great crowd had gathered
to watch him body-paint. He
seemed to not only encourage
onlookers, but enjoyed them as
well.
Our painter merely shrugged
when he noticed this as if to say.

DeSales—The Pub
On Campus
by Margie Hammer
Where do you live? "The
Stalls." The stalls? "You know,
DeSales." Most boys at U.S.D.
have either previously lived or
are now living in the boys dorm
on Campus, DeSales Hall. A lot
of the rooms have three people
stuffed into them and are de
signed for 2 people. DeSales ob
viously isn't the Del Coronado
but it serves a purpose. The resi
dents, mostly Freshman, aren't
hard to please. They all have
their own bathrooms, which is
less than can be said for most of
the other dorms, and everyone
has a balcony, some with pretty
nice views of the Bay.
The rooms all look pretty
much alike, interior decorators
those guys are not. One room 1
saw had beer cartons stapled all
over the ceiling, rock posters on
every wall, sexy girls all over the
bathroom and dirty clothes
carpeting the entire floor. It
seems the trend is to put tapes
tries over the lights, to create a
romantic mood for the female
admirers or for the "opium
den" effect. I don't know.
Speaking of Opium, as I took
the elevator up (which is full of
graffiti and has the stench of
day old urine—come on boys)
the slight scent of marijuana
lingered from every corner and
crevice. I think there has been
so much partying up there that
it just has the scent permanent
ly. Every trash can was filled to
the brim with beer cans and bot
tles, dry-campus huh kids?! I

think DeSales is more of the
wet-bar.
For most people living in
DeSales, it's their first year
away from home and they don't
have mom cleaning up after
them or dad telling them to
shape-up. The results: utter
chaos. I'm surprised that build
ing hasn't crumbled from
abuse. The noise is so loud in
DeSales I don't know how any
one studies or sleeps. If there
aren't stereo wars going on (it
seems guys always have to crank
their stereo, never loud enough
for just them to hear it.), there
are usually enough week-night
rowdies rousting homebodies.
That place is always hopping,
keeping the R.A.'s on their toes
at all hours of the day and
night. The guys who are R.A.'s
up there should be given a
medal, but according to the resi
dents, they are more often on
their hit list than candidates for
stripes and bars. R.A.'s have
most bizarre stories to tell. Most
aren't printable. The after-hour
intervisitation stories which
we've all heard about are especi
ally notable. If the walls could
talk I'm sure the tales would be
wild.
Over the years a lot of "un
real" things have happened.
When I was a Freshman and all
of my male friends lived in
DeSales there were a lot of crazy
times. "The Pub" was the most
popular place to party, and
created a lot of sorry Saturday
mornings.

"different strokes for different
folks."
While Sandy lay completely
still and the painter worked on
his human canvas for an hour
and a half, 1 asked him a few
questions. He hesitantly told me
his name was Zaleb and that he
preferred not to say how he
earned his living. This was
merely a hobby and free to all
his subjects. I asked him what
criteria he followed to pick his
subjects and he laughed, "Well,
1 usually approach the more at
tractive one. (1 must adm't 1 was
flattered.) Naturally, 1 get more
refusals than acceptances, but 1
can only do a few in a day."
Zaleb told me he has been
coming down to Blacks and
painting bodies almost every
weekend, year-round, for Five
years. As much as 1 tried, 1
could not resist in asking him,
why? Why human bodies? He
told me, "Well, I studied art in
high school, and afterwards
with a private teacher. I do
work on canvas, mostly ocean
scenes, but this is something dif
ferent for me. 1 have a great col
lection of slides—I take pictures
of all my subjects, and they're

for the first time the signs plac
ed all along the base of the cliff
warning us to "Keep Back,
Unstable Rocks."
1 have to admit, 1 was scared.
But 1 started up the path, 1
didn't have much choice. Paus
ing quite soon, to catch my
breath, 1 glanced back at the
beach below me, and at the
cliffs around me, "Yeah," I
thought, "it's worth it."

Health Services—Cent.
nutrition, and in alcohol and
drug abuse. These programs are
not just in lecture format, but
make use of follow-up clinics.
USD can provide medical in
surance to students who aren't
covered by some other means.
Approximately 250 students
have elected to get this coverage
this year. The carrier is Mutual
of Omaha.
There is an RN on duty dur
ing all hours of operation.
Security is responsible for all
emergency first aid after hours.
The Health Center will keep
all records of care received, in
the strictest confidence.
The hours are 8-5 Mondays
through Thursdays; and 8-4 on
Friday. The doctor is on duty
Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Fridays. The phone number is
291-6480, ext. 4320.

Godfather's Pizza
is Music
to your ears!
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your favorite
album or cassette

Now it's easy to have good taste in music. Because we
have an offer you can't refuse! Come in to any of our
9 Godfather's Pizza locations in San Diego County and treat
yourself to one of our savory pizzas. And no matter what size
you buy, we'll give you a coupon worth $1 off any album or
cassette at Tower Records. Your choice!
And if you think that sounds good, just wait 'til you taste
our pizza!
LA MESA Baltimore & El Cajon Blvd
462-5253
CLAIHEMONT 5450 Clairemont Mesa
268-0093
SANTEE 9643 Mission Gorge Koad
562 6633
OCEANSIDE 1807 Mission Avenue
439-1013
POWAY 12511 Poway Road
748 1796
LEMON GKOVE 8053 Broadway
460-1840
SPKING VALLEY 699 Sweetwater Road 462 6580
VISTA 575 W. Vista Way
724 1710
CHULA VISTA 1 187 Broadway
425 6760
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